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mid signs of diplomatic efforts to reach a
deal leaving President
Bashar Assad in control
of only part of Syria, his
government has clashed with the
United Nations after the UN envoy
condemned air strikes on a rebelheld Damascus suburb that killed
more than 100 people.
The first bombers swept in
about 2pm August 16th as people
thronged the vegetable market in
the district of Douma, about 11 kilometres north-east of central Damascus, activists and relief agencies reported.
At least two bombs hit the
crowded marketplace, causing
heavy casualties, they said. A second attack struck as the rescuers
scrambled through the smoking
devastation to get to the wounded.
“The corpses were scattered everywhere, human remains thrown
onto the produce and the vegetables,” Douma-based photographer
Basem al-Hakeem told the Guardian newspaper in Britain. “Under
every box of tomatoes there was a
corpse or part of a corpse.”
The United Nations’ Syria envoy,
Staffan de Mistura, a Swedish-born
Italian who is a veteran of conflicts
in Iraq, Afghanistan and Lebanon,
said attacks on civilian areas violated international law. “Hitting
crowded civilian markets killing
almost 100 of its own citizens by a
government is unacceptable in any
circumstances,” he declared on August 17th.
The Syrian Foreign Ministry accused him of “making statements
that lack objectivity and fact, that
rely on what is promoted in circles
known for their hostility to Syria”.
The diplomatic spat flared after
the UN Security Council endorsed
a plan by de Mistura to set the stage

UN Humanitarian Chief and Emergency Relief Coordinator Stephen O’Brien waves to a Syrian refugee
in Lebanon’s Bekaa valley, on August 17th.

The United
Nations’ Syria
envoy said
attacks on civilian
areas violated
international law
for a new round of peace talks
aimed at ending a complex, multisided conflict now halfway through
its fifth year in which 240,000 people have died.
Douma was hit by ten air strikes,
witnesses said. Medical facilities were overwhelmed. The bod-

ies of the dead, wrapped in white
shrouds, lined sidewalks before
being buried in three mass graves.
Warplanes returned the next day,
inflicting more casualties.
Douma, like the neighbouring rebel bastion of Eastern Ghouta and
others in the agricultural belt ringing Damascus, has long been a battlefield. It is regularly battered by
the regime, which still has a firm
grip on the inner urban areas of the
capital.
The regime said the Douma air
strikes were retaliation for just such
a bombardment two days earlier by
Jaysh al-Islam (Army of Islam).
But the people of Douma and
Eastern Ghouta have borne the

brunt of Assad’s wrath for a long
time. An August 12th air strike on
Douma killed 37 civilians, including children.
In February, 29 air strikes against
Jaysh al-Islam killed dozens of civilians and militiamen.
About 1,500 people, mainly civilians, were killed in Eastern Ghouta
on August 21, 2013, when the regime unleashed sarin nerve gas on
the rebel-held suburb.
Ed Blanche is Analysis section
editor of The Arab Weekly. He has
covered Middle Eastern affairs
since 1967 and lives in Beirut.
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Arab League approves military support for Libya against ISIS
Emirates for the request but there
was opposition from Qatar and
Algeria, with Algiers saying it was
against outside intervention in
Libya. There was “an urgent need
to swiftly put into place an Arab
strategy that includes military assistance to Libya” to crush ISIS, the
Arab League noted as a result.

Michel Cousins

Tunis

T

he Arab League has
agreed that Arab states
can provide military assistance to internationally recognised authorities in Libya to fight the Islamic
State (ISIS). However, the league
fell short of authorising Libya’s
request for Arab air strikes against
the jihadists.
Libya had called the emergency
meeting, which convened on August 18th in Cairo, following ISIS
slaughter of Salafists and members
of the Farjan tribe in the central
coastal town of Sirte. The latter
had risen up against ISIS control of
the town after an imam was killed
there.
Libyan Foreign Minister Mohammed al-Dairi appealed for air
strikes in Sirte against ISIS, saying
that the Libyan Air Force did not
have the capability to do the job.
“Libyan national security is Arab
national security,” he said at Cairo
meeting.
There was strong support from
Egypt, Jordan and the United Arab

The Arab League’s
decision means it
has effectively set
aside the UN arms
embargo against
Libya

A demonstrator holds a sign expressing support for the Libyan
army, Benghazi, on August 14, 2015.

It also said there needed to be
support from the international community to help Libya defeat ISIS. It
also called on all the parties in Libya
to back the UN-brokered dialogue
process and quickly come up with a
government of national unity.
However, the Arab League’s decision to allow member states to provide military support to Libya in the
fight against ISIS means it has effectively set aside the UN arms embargo against Libya, which was already

being ignored, and that those states
that wish to do so can carry out air
strikes against ISIS targets. If air
strikes occur, they could affect the
dialogue process. In a letter to the
Arab League just before its meeting, the General National Congress
(GNC) appeared to threaten to quit
negotiations if a decision to approve
military action in Libya by outside
forces was made without its endorsement. It claimed that its forces
were capable of taking on ISIS.
The league’s call for all Libya parties to back the dialogue and rapidly
produce a national unity government mirrored a joint condemnation of the Sirte killings two days
before from the US, British, French,
German, Italian and Spanish governments.
Reflecting earlier statements that
international military help would
be provided to fight terrorism only
when a unity government was
formed, they said then it would be
able to partner with the international community to provide security
against the extremists.
Michel Cousins is editor-in-chief of
the Libya Herald.
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Difficult Task: Hunting Assad’s chemical weapons
James Bruce

Beirut

T

he unanimous decision
by the UN Security Council on August 7th to track
down the perpetrators of
chemical weapons attacks
in Syria that have caused thousands
of casualties is likely to be difficult
to enforce since both the Damascus
regime and those fighting to bring
it down have been accused of using
the weapons.
US intelligence says the embattled
regime of Syrian President Bashar
Assad, which is widely believed to
have amassed a vast arsenal of such
weapons over the last 30 years, will
resort to using them on a large scale
if it believes it is about to be overwhelmed by its enemies.

The most
inflammatory attack,
on August 21st, was
on the suburb of
Eastern Ghouta
The regime’s chemical arsenal
came under intense international
scrutiny following the slaughter of
hundreds of people, almost all of
them civilians, in large-scale chemical attacks by the regime in the eastern outskirts of Damascus in August
2013 to repel an offensive against
the Syrian capital by rebel forces.
The most inflammatory attack, on
August 21st, was on the suburb of
Eastern Ghouta, where up to 1,400
people were killed and thousands
more hospitalised. It was the worst
chemical weapons attack since
Saddam Hussein wiped out the
Kurdish town of Halabja in March
1988, killing up to 5,000 people,
mainly civilians, in the largest such
attack on a civilian target in history.
The rebels and Western powers
blamed the regime, which from the
start of the uprising against Assad’s
regime, dominated by the minor-

ity Alawites, an esoteric offshoot
of Shia Islam, had shown no compunction about bombing civilians
in areas about to be overrun by the
disparate rebel forces.
The regime blamed its Islamist enemies for Ghouta. By all accounts, rebel forces have limited
access to chemical weapons. Those
they have fashioned themselves are
pretty rudimentary but crudely effective.
The Assad regime, on the other
hand, has a vast arsenal of chemical weapons, toxic agents, blistering agents such as mustard gas and
deadly nerve agents such as sarin,
tabun and VX, acquired over the
years from the former Soviet Union
or manufactured at heavily guarded
military facilities.
They also have the delivery systems, primarily designed for use
against Israel or other hostile states,
which include several thousand
Scud B and C missiles, 200mm and
300mm artillery rockets and airlaunched bombs that can deliver
payloads of 100-300 litres of toxic
agents.
But a widely used tactic is dropping “barrel bombs”, oil drums
packed with explosives and chemical agents, mostly chlorine or
mustard gas, from helicopters or
transport aircraft. These have done
enormous damage and are widely
feared.
Amid the international outcry
after Ghouta, the regime admitted
to having 1,300 tons of chemical
weapons (CW), including several
hundred tons of sarin and VX.
Under an agreement with the
United Nations, largely formulated
by Russia, Assad’s key ally along
with Iran, Syria was supposed to
dismantle its entire CW programme
by mid-2014 in return for the United States not launching air strikes
against the regime because of the
chemical attacks.
But that has not stopped the
chemical attacks. Both sides have
been blamed for repeated CW
strikes. In recent months, the Is-

A man breathes through an oxygen mask after what activists said was a chlorine gas attack on
Kansafra village at Idlib countryside, Syria, last May.
lamic State (ISIS) has been repeatedly accused of using chlorine gas
against the Kurds who have driven
ISIS out of a wide area of northeastern Syria with the help of US air
strikes.
This operation to break down the
regime’s CW arsenal, the first of its
kind to be undertaken in the middle of a war, was supervised by the
Organisation for the Prohibition of
Chemical Weapons (OPCW) under
a binding Security Council resolution. While it has achieved much, it
is impossible to determine whether
the Syrians have surrendered their
entire CW arsenal. If reports of continued chemical attacks by both
sides are correct, the regime has
clearly held onto an undetermined
amount of CW.
Not surprisingly, given the secretive nature of a regime built and
sustained on fear and force. The
International Institute for Strategic
Studies (IISS) in London reported
that there were serious challenges

in dismantling Syria’s CW network.
“Firstly, lessons from efforts to
disarm Iraq and Libya clearly demonstrate that eliminating 100% of a
country’s proscribed weaponry in a
verifiable manner is impossible,” it
said.

The Assad regime
has a vast arsenal of
chemical weapons
“Incomplete record-keeping at
chemical-weapons
production
plants, sloppy accounting and handling of weapons at logistics hubs
and storage facilities and the loss of
unrecorded use of munitions on the
battlefield, are but a few of uncertainties that bedevil efforts to verify
the contents of Assad’s arsenal.
“Portions of the Syrian programme will likely go undiscovered… There would remain a risk
that a small but possible exploitable
fraction of the stockpile could surface and be used in the future.

“For example, artillery shells containing degraded nerve agent were
acquired and used — unknowingly
— by insurgents in Iraq to construct
roadside bombs in 2004… Finally,
the war adds to the complexity and
danger of the OPCW inspection,
verification and destruction effort.
International inspectors have never
operated in hostile conditions,” IISS
explained. “Much scepticism surrounds the current disarmament effort… Critics have noted that when
dealing with authoritarian regime,
inspectors have been misled, obstructed, delayed and manipulated.
A further caveat is that Assad may
relocate portions of the stockpile
and critical infrastructure so as to
retain a secret capability.”
James Bruce has written
extensively on Middle Eastern
security issues for publications
such as Jane’s Intelligence Review
and Jane’s Defence Weekly. He lives
in Beirut.

Undeterred by Hasakah defeat, ISIS tries a comeback
Khalil Hamlo

Damascus

U

ndeterred by a painful
defeat at the hands of
Kurdish fighters and
regime troops who
joined forces to evict it
from the Kurdish city of Hasakah
in north-eastern Syria, the Islamic
State (ISIS) retaliated by opening
new fronts in the conflict.
Backed by reinforcements from
its Syrian bastion of Raqqa, ISIS
waged a major assault on Jebel Abdel Aziz, south-west of Hasakah,
inflicting heavy losses on Kurdish
People’s Protection Units (YPG),
according to sources who spoke to
The Arab Weekly on condition of
anonymity.

The battle for
Hasakah was
considered the
biggest defeat to
date suffered by ISIS
ISIS also repelled an attack by
the YPG and allied Iraqi peshmerga
fighters who attempted to seize El
Hol region on the Syrian-Iraqi border, the sources added.
The battle for Hasakah was considered the biggest defeat to date
suffered by ISIS. During more than
33 days of fighting, government
forces and YPG fighters put their
feud on hold and turned their guns
towards ISIS.
The battle ended when ISIS withdrew from Hasakah after losses

totalling 1,200 dead and hundreds
wounded. Those were the biggest
losses sustained by ISIS in a battle,
sources inside the militant group
said.
“It was the harshest assault ever
waged against any city during
Syria’s war,” commented Hasakah
Governor Muhammad Ali.
ISIS fighters attacked positions
of the army and the shabiha, the
pro-government militia, with suicide and car bomb attacks, seizing
neighbourhoods in the southern
part of the city.
“The second day after the start
of the assault was the most apocalyptic, with ISIS fighters advancing
in the city, residents fleeing and
many civilians getting killed and
their bodies littering the streets,”
Ali said.
“The duty of defending the city
against ISIS was shouldered by all
parties, including the army, which
brought in commandoes and weapons, and the inhabitants, who had
played a big role in repelling the offensive and suffered several casualties.”
Ali said he gathered army commanders and the YPG military chief
in his office in the early days of the
assault to ensure the defence of the
city. “I told them clearly that anyone who wants to protect the city
unconditionally is welcome and
that the residents were more than
willing to give a hand,” Ali said.
According to sources inside Hasakah, the YPG did not want to
enter the battle until it thought the
army would be defeated by ISIS.
“They would then have repelled
the jihadists with the backing of
US-led coalition air raids and seized
control of the quarters which were

An officer in the National Defence forces in Nashwa, south of Hasakah.
previously controlled by the regime forces,” the sources said.
“But their calculations proved
to be totally wrong, largely due to
the diehard resistance put up by
the residents in their bid to defend
their city.”
Residents-turned-fighters were
regrouped in units under the banner of the National Defence Forces.
The ISIS offensive forced some
100,000 people to flee to safer
neighbourhoods in Hasakah and
to the nearby towns of Derbassiya
and Amouda. YPG spokesman
Salah Jamil argued that Kurdish
forces intervened at the right time
to prevent the city from falling into
ISIS hands. “It is true that we did
not interfere in the first 15 days but,
when we did, it was because the
government troops had suffered
big losses and the city was about

to fall,” Jamil said. “We became almost face to face with ISIS and tribal leaders asked for our assistance.”
YPG fighters cut off ISIS’s main
supply route from Shadadi to the
south and from Raqqa to the southwest. Jamil denied “any kind of alliance” between the regime forces
and the YPG, stressing that “each
operated independently”.

The Islamic State
(ISIS) retaliated by
opening new fronts
in the conflict
“We have no relations whatsoever with the regime,” he said,
though at one point they were
fighting on the same side against a
common enemy. “As far as we are
concerned, the battle was a matter

of to be or not to be (life or death),”
commented Amira Ghanem, a
member of Syria’s parliament.
“The army showed great steadfastness but the biggest resistance
was demonstrated by the residents
of the province. After 20 days of
confrontations, ISIS was compelled
to bring in huge reinforcements,”
said Ghanem, who leads a 400man fighting unit made up of local
residents, including former army
members and civilians who were
trained for 20 days on the use of
weapons and fighting techniques.
The month-long assault on Hasakah was a “major blow” for ISIS,
which lost many military commanders in the fight. Sources inside ISIS territory said the group
executed more than 100 members
as punishment for acting in a “cowardly” way.
The YPG controls around 75%
of Hasakah after it seized several
neighbourhoods. This has placed it
in direct contact with government
forces, increasing fears of friction
that could enflame the region once
again. When government forces
withdrew from Kurdish areas in
the north and north-east, Kurdish
authorities established autonomous local administrations to fill
the void.
The Syrian opposition claims
that the Kurdish YPG and the regime reached an agreement under
which the two sides would fight
against ISIS in return for reducing
the regime’s presence in Hasakah
province.
Khalil Hamlo is a Damascus-based
journalist and regular contributor
to The Arab Weekly. He has been
covering Syria since 1995.
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Lessons from
the Pentagon’s
training of Syrian
rebels
Oubai Shahbandar

Dubai

T

he US Department of Defense’s plan to train and
equip Sunni Syrian rebels
to fight the Islamic State
(ISIS) has met the fate of
all plans whose military objectives
did not match political realities.
The nearly 60 rebels who underwent extensive vetting and a threemonth training programme were effectively routed on the battlefield.
Worse, despite assurances that
US firepower would come to their
aid, their ambush by al-Nusra Front
caught American military planners
by surprise. By the time air cover
arrived for the Division 30 fighters
— men who had spent years fighting Assad militias and ISIS — it was
too little too late.

A better approach
would have been to
work with Gulf allies
and the Turks
In 2014, when US President
Barack Obama presented to the
US Congress an unprecedented
plan that would have the Pentagon
overtly train and equip Syrian Sunni rebels, many doubted he would
receive requisite approval.
Sceptics pointed to the lack of
political resolve on the part of a
White House that seemed to want
to court Iran while simultaneous-

ly arming Syrian rebels fighting a
three-way battle with ISIS, Iranian
advisers and fighters and Assad regime militias.
The Obama administration correctly came to the conclusion that
an expanded military train-andequip programme could lay the
foundation for long-term institutionalised support for Sunni rebels
who have been battling ISIS since
early 2014. But the administration
wrongfully assumed that it could
somehow adopt a half-measure
approach to this mission. The authorisation for the programme
strictly stipulated that trained rebels could only target ISIS. It was
a policy decision wholly detached
from the most basic rudimentary
understanding of on-the-ground
dynamics.
Sunni rebels had long come to associate ISIS with the Assad regime,
claiming that ISIS has reserved
most of its offensives for rebel-held
territory. Defending their territory
against Assad militia’s onslaught
and fighting ISIS were viewed as
complementary. In Washington,
White House lawyers warned that
an overt military effort to support
the rebels would be tantamount to
a declaration of war against Syrian
President Bashar Assad — and, by
extension, Iran.
Administration
insiders
began leaking to US media that they
feared a potential blowback of
ratcheting up the heat against Iran
in Syria at a time when al-Quds
Force commander Major-General
Qassem Soleimani was spending a

A May 2015 photo of al-Nusra Front members riding on a pick-up truck mounted with an anti-aircraft
weapon in the Syrian city of Ariha.
considerable amount of time in the
field.
The programme’s initial objective of training and equipping
thousands of fighters by year’s end
seems laughable. And the delay by
the White House to authorise provision of close air support to what
the Pentagon was calling “the New
Syrian force” proved deadly for
the Division 30 rebels as they were
haphazardly moved into northern
Syria without adequate coordination with larger rebel coalitions.
A cursory check of Arabic social media ought to have triggered
alarms as threats were being made
against Division 30 once it was publicly revealed that the unit would
inaugurate the “New Syrian Force”
experiment. Sadly, no one in the US
Central Command took notice.
A better approach would have
been to work with Gulf allies and
the Turks to have Division 30 included in the mutual defence pact
among powerful rebel factions that
could have deterred an al-Nusra
Front assault.
But US policy was mired in a
quixotic legalistic tangle as it
sought to place a firewall between
the train-and-equip programme

from alleged US covert efforts with
the jointly run Military Operations
Centre overseeing logistical support for rebels.
Just a few days after the Division 30 debacle, al-Nusra Front
was forced to vacate its positions in
northern Aleppo province as part
of a Turkish-facilitated deal to lay
the groundwork for establishing
an ISIS-free “safe zone”. In short,
from inception to implementation
of the programme, the glaring miscalculations by the Obama administration’s National Security Council and US Department of Defense
could have been avoided with a
modicum of common sense.

Ambush by al-Nusra
Front caught
American military
planners by surprise
For starters, the joint operations
group tasked with providing rapid
close air support ought to have
been established prior to the introduction of any force on the ground.
The Syrian Kurdish Democratic
Union Party (PYD) has the power to
coordinate and call in close air sup-

port on short notice.
Sunni rebels ought to have the
same level of close operational cooperation with the United States
and the anti-ISIS coalition.
The Americans could have also
gleaned lessons learned from the
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)
coalition train-and-equip effort of
Yemeni loyalist forces: Namely,
when you train and equip an asymmetric local force, you do so with
the intent of winning and not simply hoping for a draw.
US Senator John McCain, R-Ariz.,
rightly — and presciently — remarked in a Senate hearing in May
that “refusing support to the forces
we train is not only ineffective, it is
immoral.” Gaining local Sunni trust
and support in the fight against ISIS
in Syria must be reprioritised.
Accordingly, the US train-andequip programme must be wholly
revamped to avoid a repeat of the
tragedy that befell the men of Division 30, whose trust in a reluctant
and fickle superpower cost them
dearly.
Oubai Shahbandar is a former US
Defense Department analyst. He is
a private strategic consultant.

Moscow pushes Syria talks to promote its agenda
Abdulrahman al-Masri

Ottawa

A

ugust has been a busy
month for Russian Foreign Minister Sergei
Lavrov, who has travelled throughout the
Middle East for high-level meetings on Syria. Russia’s intentions
for Lavrov’s diplomacy and his
effort to renew the political negotiations between the Assad regime
and the opposition, however, are
not clear.
During a recent visit to Moscow, head of the Syrian opposition Khaled Khoja said that Russian leadership is “not clinging”
to Syrian President Bashar Assad.
Khoja added that Russia expressed
an “understanding” of the opposition’s vision for a political solution
to the crisis in Syria.

Russia and Iran,
Assad’s most reliable
allies, are heavily
engaged in the
multi-proxy war
in Syria
The opposition, however, has
been sceptical of Moscow’s intentions for diplomacy between Assad
and his opponents.
“The Russians are not attached
to the figure of the regime, Assad
himself,” said Mario Abou Zeid, a
research analyst at the Carnegie
Middle East Center in Beirut. “They
are more attached to preserving
their interests and the structure of

the regime that they have been investing in since the 1950s.”
After meeting Iranian Foreign
Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif
on August 17th, Lavrov affirmed,
however, that both Tehran and
Moscow reject any calls for Assad
to step down.
Russia and Iran — Assad’s most
reliable allies — are heavily engaged in the multi-proxy war in
Syria and this high-level meeting
between the two diplomats could
conceivably shape Moscow and
Tehran’s ad hoc policy towards the
conflict in Syria and events in the
surrounding region.
“The Russians have a lot of interests across the region and definitely they do not want the Iranians to
proceed them in terms of having
access to all of the region,” notes
Abou Zeid.
In recent months, Moscow became a hub for talks regarding
Syria. Along with regional officials,
representatives of the opposition
and the government made multiple
visits to Russia, singling its apparent determination to have peace
negotiations in its capital. Two
rounds of such talks have failed.
All discussions among the Syrian
parties and international players
for a solution to the crisis ended
unsuccessfully, largely due to disagreement over Assad’s role in any
potential transitional government.
Faysal Itani, a resident fellow at
the Atlantic Council’s Rafik Hariri
Center for the Middle East in Washington, said that a key component
of Russian policy throughout the
crisis in Syria has been to position
itself as a major international mediator and great power player. For
Russia, Itani said, “any Russian-

Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov during his meeting with
Syrian Opposition Council President Khaled Khoja in Moscow, on
August 13, 2015.
sponsored negotiation process that
attracts international attention is in
itself an achievement”.
“Russia has interests in Syria,
foremost of which is preventing
the United States and its allies from
dictating the character of the regime that would replace what is,
after all, a long-time Russian ally,”
he added.
Russia has benefited from the
conflict in Syria through trading
weapons and ammunition to government forces. Damascus recently

received a shipment of six Mikoyan
MiG-31 fighter jets from Russia as
part of a 2012 deal.
In light of the nuclear deal between Iran and world powers, the
Kremlin plans to extend its weapons sales to Tehran.
As sanctions against Iran are
gradually lifted, Russia will be able
to complete delivery of S-300 missiles — a powerful air defence system — to Tehran.
Historically, Russia has managed
to maintain a strong relationship

with the Ba’ath Party in the region.
In recent years, ties with the Assad
regime have strengthened and Russia has become Syria’s main source
of arms and ammunition.
Russia has supported Syria diplomatically as well, as it, along with
China, used the right to veto in the
UN Security Council on four consecutive occasions to protect the
Assad government from international intervention.
Russia has recently tried to reach
out to Gulf states that back the
Syrian opposition. Moscow’s government called for coordination
between the Syrian regime and
members of an international coalition, including Saudi Arabia, to
fight the Islamic State (ISIS).
Saudi Foreign Minister Adel alJubeir responded that there would
be no cooperation with Assad’s
government, insisting that there is
no place for Assad in the future of
Syria.
Khalid al-Naser, a member of the
political opposition Syrian National Coalition, told The Arab Weekly
that Russia has tried to represent
the Assad regime as an option to
counter terrorism since the beginning of the Syrian crisis.
Naser said that, by pulling back
from political engagement in Syria,
the United States has encouraged
Russia to take a diplomatic role
in Syria. Russia has taken advantage of the opportunity to display
its strategies on the international
stage, he noted.
Abdulrahman al-Masri covers
politics and news in the Middle
East and Syria in particular. He can
be followed on Twitter:
@AbdulrhmanMasri.
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How Libya’s Sirte fell into the hands of ISIS
Michel Cousins

Tunis

T

he central Libya coastal
town of Sirte, Muammar
Qaddafi’s hometown and
scene of his last stand,
again threatens to become
the anvil on which Libya is either
broken or remade.
Thanks to the Libyan political crisis, the town, roughly equidistant
from the power bases of the internationally recognised Libyan authorities in the east and the rival Libya
Dawn/General National Congress
(GNC) regime in Tripoli, is in the
hands of militants supporting the
Islamic State (ISIS).
ISIS’s takeover of Sirte was made
possible mainly because of alienation based on resentment of the
revolution and of the occupying
forces from Misrata. Despite claims
that ISIS in Sirte consists of largely
foreign fighters, there is plenty of
anecdotal evidence that most of its
people are not only Libyan but local.
The takeover of Sirte from the
Misratans occurred between April
and June. The reaction in much of

Libya at the time was patchy and
resigned, with the main players trying to run the country blaming each
other for Misrata’s fall. Amid the
mutual condemnations, there was
little sympathy for the town, with
more than a suggestion that, as a
bastion of the former regime, it was
getting what it deserved.
That is no longer the case. Sirte is
fully back at the centre of Libyans’
concerns.
The slaughter there of members
of the Farjan tribe and Salafists as
well as others who rose up against
ISIS angered and united Libyans
in the east, west and south. Claims
put the number of dead, some of
whom were beheaded, as high as
200, although that figure has been
disputed.
ISIS had taken over almost all the
mosques in Sirte, with the exception
of a small number of Salafist ones,
including the Cordoba mosque. Its
imam, Khalid bin Rajab Ferjani, had
refused to hand it over. He was shot
by ISIS on August 10th.
The following day, Salafists and
members of the Farjan tribe, supported by members of the Qaddadfa
and others, rose up against ISIS.
They were no match for the terror
group, which searched house-tohouse for suspected opponents,
killing many of those they found,
including a number of women. One,
named Khadija Al-Ferjani, was arrested and reportedly killed after
she supposedly shot a number of
ISIS gunmen who had broken into
her home to search for insurgents.
ISIS crucified a number of those it
killed, tying them to gibbets for public display, both as statement that it
considers them apostates and as a
warning to others that a similar fate
could befall them.
The declaration of takfir (an ac-

Screen grab of propaganda video in which ISIS boasts of seizing a large amount of weapons in Sirte.
cusation of apostasy) against its opponents has also been used to deny
them Muslim burial in the town’s
cemetery. Families were ordered to
bury their own in ordinary ground
outside Sirte.
The Cordoba mosque, its library
reportedly burned by ISIS, has been
renamed “Masjid Abu Musab al-Zarqawi” after the Jordanian leader of
al-Qaeda in Iraq who was killed in a
US air raid in 2006.
The events shocked Libyans with
both sides of the political divide
demanding decisive action against
ISIS. Even controversial Sheikh
Sadeq al-Ghariani, deposed as grand
mufti by the House of Representatives but still accepted as such by
the regime in Tripoli, got in on the
act, demanding that both Libya
Dawn and General Khalifa Haftar
crush ISIS. However, there is no

cooperation between the two sides
which, given the strength of ISIS in
Sirte, is deemed absolutely necessary for military action to succeed.
The Libyan National Army was said
to be making plans to attack Sirte
and its planes carried out an assault
on ISIS targets but without much
effect, while Misratan forces were
said to be advancing on the town
and waiting orders to attack.

Claims put the
number of dead,
some of whom were
beheaded, as high
as 200
But again, in reality, nothing has
happened, although in an August
17th letter to the Arab League, the
GNC boldly claimed that its forces

could and would destroy ISIS.
The main objective of the letter
was to warn the Arab League not to
approve military action against ISIS
without GNC permission.
Taking a different tack and admitting that it does not have the capacity to hit ISIS alone, the Libyan
government in Beida called on the
Arab League to authorise air strikes
against it in Sirte, thus the reason for
the GNC letter. Ignoring the GNC, it
did so at an emergency meeting August 18th, although not in specific
terms.
It now remains to be seen if Egypt
and Jordan and possibly the United Arab Emirates will send in the
bombers.
Certainly, fearing that the situation could get much worse, many
residents are now reported to be
fleeing the town.

Libyans, is this really the future you want?

View poi nt

Wolfgang
Pusztai

U

N Special Envoy
Bernardino Leon’s
noble intention to
get an agreement
signed by all warring
factions in the Libya
peace talks has failed for the time
being. There are several local
ceasefires, mostly mediated by
elders, in the north-western
region of Tripolitania and in the
south-western region of Fezzan
but prospects for the UN negotiations look dire. There is a deadlock. How will the situation
develop in the next few months
and years if no unity government
can be formed, no war-deciding
external support for one side will
be provided, and no major
international intervention takes
place? In this case the security
situation will get increasingly
complicated.
Both major factions — the internationally recognised government
in Bayda, the House of Representatives (HoR, the current parliament
elected in June 2014) in Tobruk and
Operation Dignity led by General
Khalifa Haftar on one side and the
Islamist-dominated “government”
in Tripoli, the in-part reconstituted
General National Congress (GNC;
Libya’s first elected parliament)
and Operation Libya Dawn on
the other side — cannot win the
civil war decisively with military
means.
Libya Dawn and Operation
Dignity, both very loose alliances
anyway, will erode and fragment as
the number of war-weary disappointed and hawkish radicals increases within all the factions.

In the end the only
winners will be the radical
Islamists and terrorists

Misrata, the coastal city 185 kilometres east of Tripoli, has realised
that even with its powerful militias,
the largest single military force
in Libya, it cannot overwhelm all
the enemies. While some hawkish
leaders such as Salah Badi insist
on continuing the fight, more and
more people realise that an ongoing civil war or a radical Islamist
state cannot be in the interest of a
merchant city. Misrata will consolidate its over-stretched forces
but try to keep key locations in
Tripolitania and in Fezzan, as well
as in Tripoli, in its hands. Zintan, in
the Nafusa Mountains 130 kilometres south-west of the capital, and
its Noble Tribal Army will consolidate territorial gains in northern
Tripolitania, including stretches of
the coastal road between Tripoli
and Tunisia and on the main connection to the south. It will try to
re-establish control over Libya’s
western border, also to control the
smuggling business, and keep key
terrain in between the oil-gas fields
in the south and the hydrocarbon
facilities on the coast to be able to
interrupt the supply at any time.
All this should allow the Noble
Tribal Army to exert leverage on
the GNC with the ability to isolate
Tripoli at any time. The Zintanis
realise that a successful military
campaign to seize Tripoli is not realistic. An uprising within the city
itself is also no promising option.
It is not unrealistic to think that
the several local ceasefires could
lead to an at least temporary regional ceasefire in the coastal plain
but, without efficient supervision,
renewed local outbreaks of hostilities are likely. Both major parties
in Tripolitania will reorganise and
rearm their forces with the help
of international supporters and
seek an opportunity to defeat the
others.
In Fezzan and in Kufra, the oasis
group in the southern Cyrenaica,
there will be on-and-off fighting

between the Toubou ethnic group
and former Qaddafi loyalist tribes
on one side and various other Arab
tribes and the Tuaregs on the other.
Among other causes, this will be
about controlling southern Libya’s
smuggling business.
In Benghazi, the capital of the
Cyrenaica, the bloody confrontation between the Libya Dawnbacked Shura Council of Benghazi Revolutionaries (BRSC) and
Haftar’s Operation Dignity will
continue. Fighters from the Islamic
State (ISIS) will become increasingly active in the struggle. If Haftar
conquers the city, which is unlikely,
the radical Islamists will launch a
bloody terrorist campaign. After
the setback in Derna, a harbour city
midway between Benghazi and the
border with Egypt from where ISIS
has been chased away by rival jihadists, it can be expected that ISIS
will try to retake the city. If they
fail, they will retaliate with assassinations and bomb attacks against
the population.
In Sirte on the Gulf of Sidra, ISIS
will consolidate its territorial gains
to prevent events such as those in
Derna or a successful counteroffensive from Misrata.
They will secure their open flank
to the desert and eventually seize
the Jufra oasis group, 230 kilometres from the coast. Thereafter, ISIS
will probably conduct an offensive
to take oil terminals and harbours
on the coast in the eastern Gulf of
Sidra. This has several advantages
for them.
By consolidating its positions in
Libya and further expansion ISIS
will attract other jihadist groups in
Libya and additional foreign fighters to its ranks. Radical Islamists,
including former Libyan Islamic
Fighting Group (LIFG) members,
will increase their influence within
Libya Dawn and the GNC. LIFG, a
group with links to al-Qaeda, was
established in the 1990s and tried
to overthrow the Qaddafi regime

The
conclusion
is that
Libya will
be slowly
sucked
further
down

but failed.
The human trafficking routes
through Libya will remain very
attractive. Every year hundreds of
thousands refugees and migrants
use them to attempt to reach
Europe. The recently launched EU
maritime operation EUNAVFOR
Med will have a very limited effect
on human trafficking but will deter
piracy and maritime terrorism.
On the political side, the two
parliaments with two governments
will stay. There won’t be a chance
for a widely accepted constitution.
Qatar, Turkey and the United Arab
Emirates will continue to back their
respective proxies. Russia will increasingly support the international
recognised HoR government.
The Libyan economy will not
recover. Strikes, blockades, maintenance problems and terrorist
attacks will hamper the hydrocarbon industry. This will keep the
revenues for the state moderate.
Ongoing mismanagement and
corruption will limit funds for
meaningful spending. Foreign currency reserves will be used up in
the years to come. Sooner or later,
the current “Central Bank of Libya
pays it all” approach cannot be
sustained. Foreign companies and
investments will largely stay away.
The crime rate will increase as
none of Libya’s governments will be
able to impose order.
The conclusion is that Libya will
be slowly sucked further down. A
Lebanonisation for years to come
will be its destiny. Even a break-up
of the country would be on hand.
The main question for the Libyans
is whether this is the future they
want. In the end the only winners
will be the radical Islamists and
terrorists.
Wolfgang Pusztai is a security and
policy analyst who has written
extensively about developments in
North Africa, in particular Libya and
Tunisia. He lives in Austria.
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Anti-Houthi
coalition continues
offensive despite
setback
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

A

s the war in Yemen continued for a fifth month,
pro-government fighters supported by the
Saudi-led Arab coalition
continued making gains despite a
setback after a Houthi ambush resulted in the deaths of 65 fighters.
The August 18th ambush near the
Aqaba Tharaa area, where anti-rebel
forces were advancing from Abyan
into Bayda province, resulted in the
deaths of 15 Houthi rebels.

The Houthis believe
that Saleh is the
enemy from within
but they can’t do
anything about it
Saudi-led coalition warplanes
pounded the Red Sea port of Hodeida, leading to condemnations
from aid groups due to the Houthicontrolled port’s strategic importance in dispensing aid supplies.
Saudi Ministry of Defence spokesman Brigadier-General Ahmed Asseri said the strikes targeted a base
where rebels had deployed antiship weapons.
“There is a naval base inside the
port. This is where we struck last
night,” he said.
The Arab coalition resumed air
strikes in Sana’a after a three-week
pause, residents said.

According to Sana’a-based Yemeni analyst Hakim Almasmari, 20%
of aid is reaching the capital region,
despite the north of the country being the most highly populated. The
concentration of aid deliveries is
in the south, where forces loyal to
President Abd Rabbo Mansour Hadi
are based.
“Things have been safe on the
ground in Sana’a; however, air
strikes stopped for three weeks but
resumed yesterday (August 18th)
and the airport in Sana’a was destroyed [August 19th],” Almasmari
said.
Almasmari added that this will
worsen the humanitarian crisis in
Yemen and that the price of food
increased 200% in a week because
of the closure of the airport and the
ports, which are essential for the
delivery of humanitarian aid and
commercial goods.
Infighting between the Iran-allied
Houthis and forces loyal to former
president Ali Abdullah Saleh has
taken a toll on the alliance, which
some attribute as the reason behind
the significant losses it has suffered
since June.
“The Houthis know that proSaleh forces stabbed them in the
back, especially in Aden and Taiz.
However, they are still working together but the tension is there and
it’s going to weaken the alliance in
the long run,” Almasmari said.
“The Houthis believe that Saleh
is the enemy from within but they
can’t do anything about it in a time
of war and the infighting is one of
the reasons they have been losing in
the last few weeks.”

Loyalist fighters stand guard outside the gate leading to the governorate building in Taiz, after they
seized it from Houthi fighters, on August 18, 2015.
The scope of Western involvement in the five-month war was
made clearer when the Los Angeles
Times reported that the success of
the anti-Houthi forces was due to
the Pentagon more than doubling
the number of US advisers providing enhanced intelligence for air
strikes.
According to the newspaper, the
United States increased its advisory
presence from 20 to 45 advisers at
joint military operations centres in
Saudi Arabia and Bahrain.
The Financial Times reported
that military advisers from the United Kingdom and United States were
supporting the Saudi coordinated
air strikes from an operations centre
in Riyadh.
However a British Ministry of Defence source told The Arab Weekly
that British military figures are
working in a liaison capacity, which

is part of a pre-existing agreement,
as well as a number of ongoing projects and are not involved in the active training of anti-Houthi fighters.
In a related development, the
United Arab Emirates blasted the
Houthis for taking over its embassy
in Sana’a, demanding their immediate exit.

The United Arab
Emirates blasted the
Houthis for taking
over its embassy in
Sana’a
“This act is further evidence that
the group that committed this attack does not show any regard or respect for international conventions
and diplomatic norms, as it practices the law of the jungle,” said a

statement published by the official
WAM news agency.
The Foreign Ministry “stressed
that the occupation of the embassy
and the eviction of its staff will not
deter the UAE’s support for the restoration of stability to sisterly Yemen”.
The UAE is part of a Saudi-led
coalition that launched an air war
against the rebels on March 26th.
The Houthis seized Sana’a in September 2014 and continued taking
over parts of the rest of the country,
which resulted in the UN-recognised government fleeing to Aden
and then Saudi Arabia. Gulf Arab
countries led by the Saudis intervened in the conflict to try to restore it to power.
Mohammed Alkhereiji is the Gulf
section editor of The Arab
Weekly.

Arab alliance makes steady progress in Yemen
Riad Kahwaji

Dubai

T

he Saudi-led Arab alliance
is set on scoring a clearcut victory in Yemen despite the difficulties and
challenges ahead in defeating the Iranian-backed Houthis
and restoring President Abd Rabbo
Mansour Hadi to power.
Despite strong scepticism from
Western officials and analysts about
the capabilities of the alliance, it has
been making progress — perhaps
slowly, but still steadily.
Saudi Arabia and its allies are not
taking any chances and are sparing
no effort in making sure their military campaign achieves its objectives or at least most of them. The
formidable airpower of the alliance
has substantially degraded the capabilities of the Houthis and their
allies — Yemeni military units loyal
to former president Ali Abdullah
Saleh.
The air campaign appears to have
destroyed many of the arms depots
of the Houthis and their allies and
wrecked
command-and-control
centres, disrupting communications and logistics. This is apparent
in the inability of the Houthis to
mount serious attacks against the
allies.
To make sure the land campaign
is solid and strong, the allies sent in
their own forces despite predictions
that doubted direct involvement by
Saudi or other Arabian Gulf troops.
However, UAE and Saudi tanks and
armoured vehicles are leading the
land offensive sweeping through
Yemeni towns and cities.

After capturing the port city of
Aden, allied forces teamed up with
the Yemeni popular resistance and
Yemeni troops loyal to Hadi and
started recapturing Yemeni southern provinces and making their way
to Sana’a.
In recent weeks the Arab alliance
helped Hadi’s forces liberate the
provinces of Aden, Ad Dali, Lahij,
Abyan, Shabwa and Taiz, at a time
when the Yemeni resistance has
intensified guerrilla attacks against
the Houthis in central and northern
provinces.
The key provinces the alliance
will target in the next few weeks
will be Hudaydah, Ibb, Dhamar

and Al Bayda. Recapturing Hudaydah would deprive the Houthis of a
major seaport overlooking the Bab
el Mandab strait and hamper their
supply routes from the Red Sea.
Occupying Ibb, Dhamar and Al
Baydah would enable the allies to
surround Sana’a, place the Houthis
under siege and subsequently compel them to adhere to the Yemeni
peace treaty that was brokered by
the United Nations before the war
and rejected by the Houthis.
The Yemeni operation has taken
its natural course. Sceptics in the
West who were not happy to see
Saudi Arabia and its allies act alone
remain doubtful of the outcome of

the operation and emphasise the
collateral damage.
However, alliance members and
supporters of the offensive say Saudi Arabia and its partners were left
with no option but to act after they
felt that the West turned a blind
eye to Iran asserting its influence in
the north of the Arabian peninsula
(Iraq) and spreading its influence
in the south (Yemen) through its
Houthi allies.
Shortly after the Houthis teamed
up with Saleh’s forces and occupied
Sana’a and other Yemeni provinces
in September 2014, Iranian officials
were quoted as saying that Tehran’s
influence has reached Bab el Mandab and four Arab capitals.
After realising that Washington
and the European powers were not
going to do anything to stop Tehran, Riyadh and its Arab allies were
left with two choices: Coexist with
a neighbourhood controlled by Iran
or act unilaterally to check Iranian
expansion. Arab regional powers,
especially Saudi Arabia, appear to
believe that the Yemen offensive
will be the means to re-establish a
balance of power in the region in
which Tehran is no longer as strong.
Now that the United States
and the other world powers have
reached a nuclear deal with Iran,
Riyadh and other Arab states have
a greater urgency to achieve their
objectives in Yemen before Tehran
starts reaping the rewards of the
deal with the West and becomes too
powerful to handle.
Although the Houthis have not
been able to stop the offensive in
the south, they have been able
to pressure the Saudis with daily
cross-border attacks against the
Saudi towns of Najran and Jizan,

inflicting casualties among the military and civilians.
Saudi Arabia seems to be avoiding land incursions in the north due
to the tough mountainous terrain
inhabited by supporters of the Houthis, especially in Sadah province.
Such a land offensive would subject
Saudi troops to vicious guerrilla
warfare in a hostile environment.
Besieging Sana’a and other Houthi
strongholds in central and northern
Yemen will be one means for Saudi
Arabia to force the Houthis to seek a
ceasefire and an end to the war.

The alliance
offensive still has
strong momentum
and is edging closer
every day to victory
As reports come of defections
within the Houthi camps, Riyadh
is betting on more Yemeni tribes
abandoning the Houthis and Saleh
and joining Hadi to bring about a
quick end to the conflict.
Therefore, the alliance offensive
still has strong momentum and is
edging closer every day to victory.
It might not be a total victory as the
Houthis will continue to exist within the Yemeni power structure. But
it will mark the first achievement of
the Arab alliance against Iran and
will possibly lead to the birth of an
Arab intervention force that could
confront Iranian proxies in other
places such as Syria or Iraq.
Riad Kahwaji is founder and chief
executive officer of the Institute
for Near East and Gulf Military
Analysis (INEGMA) based in Dubai
and Beirut.
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Women are key to
progress in the Arab world

M

any indicators point to measurable progress in the
status of women in the Arab world.
The latest edition of the World Economic Forum’s
Global Gender Gap Report notes that 97% of the gender
gap in health has been closed. Maternal mortality rates,
for example, have decreased 60% in the last 20 years.

War

stry

indu

The gender gap in education also has been reduced by 93%, according to
the report. The rate of access to university education is, in fact, higher for
women than it is for men in at least ten Arab countries.
But the Middle East and North Africa region continues to rank last among
all other regions in economic participation, with only 42% of the gender gap
closed.
While on the global level, women constitute 50% of the labour force, in the
Arab world the percentage is only half that level. According to the International Labour Organisation (ILO), the percentage of female labour participation is no more than 25% in North Africa and 20% in the Middle East.
The ILO notes that raising the employment levels of young men and
women to global levels would increase per capita income in the Arab world
by about 20%.
Political empowerment of Arab women has made big strides but is still
below the world average: 17% of parliamentary seats in the Arab world are
held by women, compared to 22% worldwide, according to the International
Parliamentary Union.
But some Arab countries boast higher than average world figures: In Algeria
and Tunisia, 31% of parliamentary seats are held by women; in Sudan, 30%;
and in Iraq, 26%. It is noteworthy that all four countries achieved these rates
of women parliamentary participation after introducing gender quotas.
The growing presence of women in politics will hopefully help address the
lingering gender gaps. Women in the Middle East and North Africa are too often victims of physical violence, which they do not dare report. In a number
of countries, young girls still suffer from the practice of genital mutilation.
In Arab countries facing turmoil and violence, women bear a disproportionate share of the burden. The political instability and economic precariousness that have come with the post-2011 uprisings led to women suffering
unemployment and poverty at higher rates than men.
Women have assumed the responsibility of keeping the family together
and providing childcare during times of war and displacement. They have
had to suffer all kinds of ill-treatment and degrading exploitation. Under the
barbaric rule of the Islamic State (ISIS), they have even suffered from sexual
enslavement. Not surprisingly, women in the MENA region have the highest
rate of depression in the world. Seven of the ten most affected countries in
the world are in this region.
Despite the pressures and restrictions to which they are subjected, women
are acceding to higher levels of achievement and self-reliance. Modern technologies have allowed women to irreversibly break out of isolation. Statistics
show that 91 million Arab women own a mobile phone. Education is irreversibly taking the young women of today to new heights. Arab girls born today
should enjoy a future unimaginable to previous generations of women. They
are definitely key to progress in the Arab world.
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Why Libya matters

C

overing an area of
almost 1.8 million
square kilometres,
Libya is a vast,
unignorable presence
in the atlases of the
world with a population of just
Daniel Kawczynski
more than 6 million people and oil
reserves that are exceeded by only
nine other countries. At the
moment, however, it is, to all
intents and purposes, a vacuum: a
great country that is waiting to
happen.
The overthrow of Muammar
Qaddafi, which began with a
revolution instigated by his own
people in 2011, and subsequently
supported by the Western powers,
was supposed to mark the beginning of an exciting chapter in
Libya’s history. The country’s
period of being considered a pariah
would end.
Sadly, the dream quickly turned
into a nightmare that’s so bad some
Libyans are starting to feel nostalgic for their murderous former
dictator.
The initial collective government
that was established quickly began
to show fissures. Soon power-hungry warlords began to take control
of vast regions of land as the
international community — its
diplomats as well as its businesses
— beat a hasty retreat.
The Libya they left behind is a
failed state in all but name. Two
governments now exist, each with
limited sovereignty. Some cities,
such as Zintan and Misrata, are
ruled entirely by local councils and
militias; others are ruled by either
of the parallel governments while
still others have fallen under the
control of the terrorist militias of
the Islamic State (ISIS).
The forces that civilised communities rely upon to keep the peace
— their police and their militaries
— have all but given up. International flights have been largely
abandoned. Human rights abuses
— random executions — are taking
place on a scale that is incalculable.
Libya’s pain is being referred
beyond its borders. In the first
quarter of 2014, the number of
illegal migrants from the Libyan
coastline reached 25,650,
resulting in the deaths of
The tragedy is that
2,447 people. In 2015, the
Libya has so much to number increased to
180,000, 10,000 of whom
offer that is good
made their way across
Europe to enter the United
Kingdom. People smugglers and others who
capitalise on human misery have
been quick to take advantage of
Libya’s porous borders.
Even more alarmingly, ISIS has
managed relatively effortlessly to
take control of two big cities in

Libya. Their first conquest was
Derna, a coastal city with a
functioning port, and, in 2015, the
group took control of Sirte, another
coastal city with a port, an airfield
and substantial oil and gas exporting facilities. It was once, ironically, the hometown of Qaddafi
and what used to be his citadel of
power.
If others have been slow to see
the potential of Libya, ISIS has not.
In 2015, it was reported that ISIS
had lured hundreds of British
citizens to join their fight in Iraq,
Syria and then Libya. ISIS has
facilities that can help it to lure and
recruit still more people, not only
from the United Kingdom but from
all over the world.
The danger of such a huge land
mass just the other side of the
Mediterranean being controlled by
terrorists ought by now to be
obvious to Europe. British former
Labour Party leader Ed Miliband,
to his credit perhaps, raised it as an
issue during the UK election
campaign but Libya’s travails
seldom, if ever, make the front
pages. To too many opinion
formers, it seems to be about
quarrels in a far-away country
between people of whom they
know nothing.

It is time for action
and not just words to
put the country back
on the right track
The tragedy is that Libya has so
much to offer that is good. It is a
country that is crying out for
development and infrastructure
and its oil resources should be
making its people among the most
prosperous in the world. It ought
to be a natural ally of the United
Kingdom.
Unlike the rest of Maghreb
countries, Libya is the only
non-francophone country and
regards English as its second
language after Arabic. The United
Kingdom is hugely respected by
ordinary Libyans as a place of
learning and investment. Qaddafi
himself attended a language school
in — of all places — Bournemouth.
Libya’s links to civilisation
become more tenuous, however,
with each passing day. It is time for
action and not just words to put
the country back on the right
track.
Daniel Kawczynski is a member of
the British Parliament and represents the constituency of Shrewsbury and Atcham. He is the author
of the book Seeking Gaddafi.
Follow him on Twitter:
@kawczynskiMP.
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Iraq’s ‘spring’ should not go the way of the ‘Arab spring’

A

widespread wave of
protest is whipping
through Iraq. Most of
the protesters are
Shias, with Sunni
groups and other
religious and political minorities
Alaya Allani
also participating. The protests are
daily and quite intense.
It started with demonstrations
against severe electricity shortages
and snowballed into political and
social protests demanding public
investigations into official corruption and for the dissolution of political parties and parliament if the
demands were not swiftly met.
Some even went so far as to call
for the replacement of Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi’s Shia-dominated government with a cabinet of
technocrats.
The most remarkable aspect of
this situation is that the High Shia
Council, headed by the widely revered Grand Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani,
threw its considerable weight
behind demonstrators inveighing
against the ruling coalition.
Abadi had no choice but to rush
through a series of reforms that
could transform the political system in Iraq from a parliamentary
to a presidential one, something
protesters had called for.
It is little wonder that Iraqis’
tempers should explode after the
horrors and hardships, including
rampant corruption among many
in the political elite, they have
endured since the US invasion of March 2003 and
It is little wonder
the subsequent eight-year
that Iraqis’ tempers occupation to another invaby the Islamic State
should explode after sion
(ISIS), which controls about
one-third of the country.
the horrors and
These are without doubt
hardships
sufficient reasons for Iraqis
to demand accountability from those who have
harmed Iraq and so badly
mishandled its potential and riches.
But will this “Iraqi spring” unfold
the way the “Arab spring” did —

begin with high hopes when tyrants
were deposed only to end in bitter
disappointment?
I believe the Iraqi people are well
aware of the unfortunate consequences of that moment of destiny
only four years ago: the exacerbation of corruption, the spread of
terrorism and economic disintegration.

The country faces
ethnic and sectarian
rivalries, a terrible
war against ISIS
terrorism and calls
for partition
This would explain why Iraqis of
all religious and sectarian orientations took to the streets in protest.
They see clearly that it was an
event intended to give the Muslim
Brotherhood a shot at governing the
Arab world while, in truth, behind it
all was a comprehensive plan for dividing the Arab world and controlling its riches through the creation
of permanently fragile statelets
plagued by terrorism.
But the Iraqis, who have been suffering the evils of corruption since
the US-led invasion, are determined
they will not fall victim again to
false promises by politicians.
They took to the streets with
specific demands and, unlike
what happened in Tunisia, Libya,
Egypt and Yemen in 2011, they did
not burn police stations or state
buildings. They stood fast until the
government agreed to do away with
the system of party quotas in appointing state officials, removed the
posts of vice-presidents and deputy
prime ministers and produced a list
of officials accused of corruption
with the aim of bringing them to
justice. Parliament unanimously
approved the measures.
So, is Iraq on its way to succeeding in the pursuit of this new
“spring”? I hope so. But let us not

(Photo: Nader Daoud)

Iraqi demonstrators to express support for Prime Minister Haider
al-Abadi’s reform drive while calling on him to do more, on
August 14, 2015 in Karbala.
forget that the country faces grievous ethnic and sectarian rivalries,
a terrible war against ISIS terrorism
and calls for partition, such as the
one made recently in Washington
by General Ray Odierno, the outgoing US Army chief of staff.
Three major challenges face
Iraq. The most important is local:
improving the daily lives of Iraq’s
weary citizens.
The second is regional and directly linked to the war in Syria. It
is also connected to Iran’s approach
to the new situation in Iraq and
whether it will support the reforms
or not. This remains to be seen.
The third challenge is international and has to do with partition
being mooted as the only solution
to the turmoil in Iraq. The Iraqi
government has reacted harshly
to these declarations. History has

shown that partition has never
succeeded. Germany is a perfect
example of that.
So why shouldn’t Iraq immunise
itself against partition by laying the
foundations for a modern republic
ruled by reason and constructive
criticism?
It will be a state in which creative
talent flourishes and women participate effectively in governing, a
state where Sunnis, Shias and Kurds
live in harmony.
I believe that a new Iraq will
emerge and grow stronger in the
region through balanced relations
with the Gulf countries and pragmatic relations with the rest of the
world.
Alaya Allani is an expert on Islamic
extremism. He teaches at the
University of Manouba in Tunis.

After al-Qaeda, Saudi Arabia takes on ISIS

T

he Islamic State (ISIS)
has promised Saudi
Arabia it would carry
out more deadly
attacks in the kingdom in the near
future. This warning comes on
Claude Salhani
the heels of the bombing of a
mosque on August 6th. The
bomb, detonated in a police
complex, killed 15 people. The
ISIS warning came in an audio
recording released on the
internet.
The unidentified voice on the
recording said Saudi rulers and
troops “will not enjoy peace” for
taking part in the US-led coalition
in Iraq and Syria.
The attack in the town of Abha
was one of the deadliest against
Saudi Arabia’s security personnel
in years. Most of the victims were
members or recruits of the kingdom’s special forces, a group that
played a crucial role in defeating
terrorist activities and dismantling
terrorist cells operating in the
kingdom.
The renewed threats against
the kingdom are history repeating
itself. Saudi Arabia is re-living the
nightmare it went through following the first Gulf War when
kingdom allowed US
The renewed threats the
and other foreign troops
against the kingdom to prepare the assault on
Iraqi-occupied Kuwait
are history repeating from Saudi territory.
At that time, tens of
itself
thousands of troops from
the United States, Britain
and France, as well as several other countries, arrived in
Saudi Arabia in preparation for the
thrust into Kuwait to push back
Saddam Hussein’s troops.
It was reported, according to

sources well informed on matters
relating to the palace, that al-Qaeda leader Osama bin Laden had
approached the Saudi king asking
him not to allow the “infidels” in
the land of the two holy mosques.
Bin Laden, according to the
sources, offered to use his Afghan
Arabs recently returned from Afghanistan following the collapse of
the Soviet Union. Again, according
to the same source, the Saudi king
laughed at the proposal.
The rest was history. And now
history appears to repeat itself,

which it often does.
The kingdom allowed the antiSaddam coalition to form and to
launch from Saudi Arabia the liberation of Kuwait. What followed
was a spate of terrorism directed
at Saudi Arabia for which Saudi
authorities were ill-prepared. But
the Saudis did not give in. They
doubled their efforts and special
anti-terrorism units were formed.
These special forces were
trained in the latest and most
advanced techniques in combating
terrorism from elite groups from

Damage inside a mosque attacked by ISIS suicide bomber in Abha,
south-western Saudi Arabia, on August 6, 2015.

France, Britain, Germany and the
United States.
Eventually Saudi authorities
managed to defeat the terror
campaign and were successful in
dismantling many militant groups,
which were part of al-Qaeda. Now
it seems as though the desert
kingdom is faced once again with
the problem of having to battle
home-grown terrorism.
How will fighting ISIS compare
to fighting al-Qaeda? Although
many members of the Saudibased ISIS are very likely former
al-Qaeda militants, ISIS is going
to be a harder nut to crack. Their
tactics are tougher, more deadly
and more difficult to track down.
Overall it will be a far deadlier
game between the two sides.
It is not surprising therefore that
one of the first targets chosen by
ISIS was a special services unit.
Basically, what this means is that
an all-out war can now be expected between Saudi Arabia and ISIS.
Can Saudi Arabia use the same
tactics they used to defeat al-Qaeda in the kingdom?
Quite possibly.
ISIS would be looking closely at
every operation to study and learn
what mistakes were committed
by al-Qaeda and avoid making the
same ones going forward. Likewise, Saudi Arabia’s special forces
will be looking to see where they
can perfect operations and become
more effective.
In either case this promises to be
a challenging time in the Arabian
peninsula as in the rest of the Middle East.
Claude Salhani is the Opinion
editor of The Arab Weekly. Follow
him on Twitter @Claudesalhani.
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Maliki in hot water
over Mosul debacle
Omar Hejab

Baghdad

A

n Iraqi parliamentary
committee determined
that former prime minister Nuri al-Maliki and 35
other top officials were
responsible for the June 2014 military capitulation to Islamic State
(ISIS) militants in the northern city
of Mosul, deputies said.
They said the findings, after several weeks of investigation, for the
first time publicly identified suspected former officials and will be
sent to the Iraqi prosecutor general
for legal action.
“No one is above the law,” parliament Speaker Salim al-Jobouri said
in a statement released August 16th
after he received a copy of the report. The document is to be debated
in parliament, although no date has
been set for the discussion.
“The judiciary will punish those”
responsible, Jobouri said.
Mosul, Iraq’s second largest city,
405 kilometres north of Baghdad,
fell in June 2014 during an ISIS offensive. Iraqi media reported at
the time that many Iraqi troops in
Mosul abandoned their positions,
weapons and uniforms as they fled
the militants’ onslaught. The army’s humiliating defeat was widely
blamed on a lack of coordination
between Maliki, the commander
of the Iraqi armed forces as prime
minister at the time, and generals in the field. Maliki was prime
minister since 2006 and sought to
a third four-year term but begrudgingly stepped down to allow Haider

al-Abadi to form a new cabinet on
August 14, 2014.
He declined to appear before the
Mosul investigative committee for
questioning and his whereabouts
remain unclear. Some Iraqi media
reports suggest he is in Iran.
The findings were approved by 17
members of the 26-person parliamentary investigative committee,
its chief, Hakim al-Zamili, told The
Arab Weekly.
He said Maliki is identified by
name as the main suspect behind
Mosul’s fall. He declined to elaborate, saying details would soon be
released in parliament.
The inclusion of Maliki was controversial among committee members with the Dawa party — the
party of both Abadi and Maliki —
pushing for his name to be omitted,
said Zamili’s deputy, Kurdish lawmaker Shakhawan Abdullah.
He declined to disclose details
but Zamili insisted that the investigation “completely ignored endless threats, political blackmail and
pressure”.
Alia Nassif, a lawmaker representing Maliki’s State of Law coalition in
the legislature, dismissed the committee’s findings as “lacking objectivity and professionalism”.
“For the committee to point at an
individual as being guilty is illegal
because it’s stepping on the toes of
the judiciary, which is the right side
to decide and issue its ruling in this
matter,” Nassif said.
Other Iraqi officials investigated
include Joint Operations Commander Lieutenant-General Abboud Qanbar, Ground Forces Commander
Lieutenant-General Ali Ghaidan
and Commander of Nineveh Opera-

A December 2010 picture showing Iran’s Ayatollah Ali Khamenei (L) with Nuri al-Maliki in Tehran.
tions Lieutenant-General Mahdi alGharrawi.
Army Chief of Staff Babacar Zebari publicly accused Maliki of the
ultimate responsibility for Mosul’s
fall. In remarks to local media, he
said Maliki ignored requests from
Kurdish leaders for air strikes on
militant positions on the outskirts
of Mosul, prior to the city’s fall.
Gharrawi, in remarks before he
disappeared in the wake of Mosul’s capture, said he and his forces
fought advancing ISIS militants until the army was ordered to retreat
by Maliki, Ghaidan and Qanbar.
Gharrawi could face a military tribunal and, if found guilty, could be
sentenced to death.
Ghaidan, Qanbar and Gharrawi
and other senior army officers who
allegedly fled the battlefield before
their troops when ISIS invaded Mosul have disappeared.
Maliki is widely seen as a sectarian leader who alienated the coun-

try’s once powerful Sunni Muslim
minority. Alienated by Maliki’s policies, many Sunnis sided with ISIS
militants when they captured their
cities, hailing them as “liberators”.
Abadi sacked Maliki from the ceremonial vice-presidential post he
had held for the past year, under
reforms unveiled August 9th. The
reforms followed days of street protests demanding a clampdown on
state corruption, reduced government spending and improved services.
Maliki is alleged to have appointed military commanders and other
top officials based on personal loyalty rather than competence. Overspending under Maliki, which critics claim was often to buy loyalty,
increased Iraq’s budget deficit.
Political analyst Hassan Smaidaei
said that the army’s capitulation
to ISIS under Maliki was “so quick,
easy and went by without even the
ex-premier bringing his army gener-

als for questioning on how such a
steadfast city would fall so easily to
militants”.
“Maliki fleeing to Iran is another
indication that he’s implicated in
this conspiracy,” Smaidaei said.
Baghdad resident Jalal Khaled,
45, said Maliki’s prosecution would
prove the viability of the Iraqi government.
“All those proved responsible
should be severely punished for
treason that resulted in spilling innocent Iraqi blood in Mosul and
elsewhere in the country,” he said.
On August 16th, Abadi’s office
announced that he had cleared the
way for the military prosecution of
senior commanders responsible for
the army’s surrender in May to ISIS
in Ramadi, a key city west of Baghdad.

cahoots with Osama bin Laden and
al-Qaeda and that he possessed nuclear arms and other weapons of
mass destruction (WMD). The British, ever the faithful ally, propagated the same falsehoods.
But this was the agenda drawn
up by pro-Israel neo-conservatives
who infested Bush’s administration and exercised immense power
within it and saw this as an opportunity to take out a brutal enemy of
the Jewish state. During the 1990-91
war, Iraq had fired 36 Scud missiles
at Tel Aviv and its environs, under
the banner of taking democracy to
the Arab world.
The lies and fabrications, based
on heavily doctored intelligence,
with which the administration
cloaked its justification for another
war against Saddam would be revealed as essentially a neocon plot
to eliminate one of Israel’s major
Arab foes. US and UN weapons
inspectors found no WMD programmes in Iraq, which London and
Washington insisted were there despite intelligence reports that there
were not.
No US official has been brought to
book for the death and destruction
the 2003 invasion caused and the
deadly jihadist onslaught that grew
out of it.
That move has upended the Middle East and plunged it into unparalleled sectarian violence in which
hundreds of thousands of people
have perished and millions have
been driven from their homes in the
largest refugee crisis since the second world war.
In Britain, publication of a judicial
inquiry into the country’s involvement in the 2003 disaster has yet
to be released, even though it was
wrapped up in 2011. Under growing public pressure, Conservative
Prime Minister David Cameron has
demanded Lord John Chilcot, who
conducted the investigation, name
a date for publication.
But there are powerful political

figures in Britain who do not want
to see their machinations exposed.
Nor do the Americans.
British opponents of the war
say Labour’s Tony Blair, who was
Britain’s prime minister in 2003
and George W. Bush’s closest foreign ally, should stand trial on war
crimes charges if the Chilcot report
finds that British leaders deliberately doctored intelligence to support the administration of Bush the
younger in its obsession to crush
Saddam. He was a brutal and megalomaniac dictator with the blood of
countless thousands on his hands
but certainly no threat to the United
States or Britain.

Omar Hejab, a pseudonym used for
safety reasons, is an Arab Weekly
contributor in Iraq.

Who’s to blame for Iraq’s ruin?
James Bruce

Beirut

P

aul R. Pillar, a former CIA
officer now with Georgetown University’s Center
for Security Studies, observed in July: “Even
though the invasion of Iraq… was
such a monumental blunder that all
except for a few diehard supporters of that war now acknowledge it
was a mistake, American attitudes
and discourse are still distorted by
that departure and not primarily in
a reactive, Iraq-War syndrome sort
of way.
“With the United States having
taken just 12 years ago the extreme

step of launching a major war of aggression, it is now accepted as respectable to talk about overthrowing other governments in the region
by force if we don’t happen to like
them.”

Since 2009, the
British are at least
seeking answers
With the Americans throwing in
the towel, supposedly in resignation that 25 years of incursions into
Iraq, starting with the 1990-91 war
over Kuwait and other bad decisions
that have thoroughly upended the
Middle East, perhaps the prospects
of more regime changes are fading.
But they are doing so without

offering remorse for what many
would describe as war crimes and
simply leaving Iraq to a fate that the
United States played a large part in
shaping.
No US leader has had to answer
for this. Since 2009, the British,
stalwart allies of both Bushes over
Iraq, are at least seeking answers,
although the prospects of the truth
behind the 2003 invasion in particular, with all its hidden objectives,
becoming known in the near future
are slim. Too many prominent figures do not want their secrets exposed. But their generation is now
out of power and in the long run it
is likely such secrets will come out.
The George W. Bush administration justified the 2003 invasion by
claiming Saddam Hussein was in

Seeking answers. A December 2004 photo shows former British prime minister Tony Blair meeting
British troops at Shaiba Logistics Base in Basra, Iraq.

Iraq’s troubles
seem far from
over
“It’s hard to believe that in a society supposedly governed by the
rule of law, its leaders can escape
any penalty for using blatantly false
information… to launch a pre-emptive attack on a country that posed
no threat to the United States,” observed longtime anti-war activist
Ron Paul, a former Republican congressman from Texas.
“The fact they got away with it
simply makes it all the easier for
Washington’s interventionists to try
the same tricks again.”
But the fallout from these repeated interventions into Iraq, which
have reduced a state that was once
one of the most powerful in the
Arab world to a disintegrating ruin
that happens to sit atop one of the
planet’s greatest oil reserves, has
been a critical element in the collapse of order in a volatile region
grappling with unparalleled chaos.
Now US President Barack Obama,
who pulled out US troops in December 2011, is starting to send them
back in again to fight an enemy his
predecessors to a great degree created. Iraq’s troubles seem far from
over.
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Still a stalemate. Iraqi Army soldiers patrolling with new US-made weapons and armoured vehicles in an eastern suburb of Ramadi, in July.

Anti-ISIS push in Iraq still a stalemate
Harvey Morris

London

I

t has been just more than a year
since fighters of the Islamic
State (ISIS) swept out of their
Syrian strongholds and seized
large areas of neighbouring
Iraq, including Mosul, the country’s
second largest city.
Some 6,000 coalition air strikes
later, one of the more positive assessments of the struggle to defeat
the jihadists and their self-declared
state is that it has reached a stalemate.
That was the view of Robert Neller, a veteran US Marine Corps lieutenant-general, when he appeared
before a US Senate committee in
July to be confirmed as the corps’
new commander.
Pressed by a characteristically
testy Senator John McCain, R-Ariz.,
to say whether ISIS was losing the
war, Neller said it was not: “I don’t
believe they’re winning either. I believe they’re at a stalemate.”
McCain, a hardliner on the issue,
took a more pessimistic view of
the outlook, both in the air and on
the ground, where he argued that
Iranian-backed Shia militias in Iraq
were the only ones fighting the insurgents.

The senator is among critics who
say the Obama administration is not
doing enough to combat the ISIS
threat. He demands a more robust
response, including the deployment of US forward air controllers
to boost the effectiveness of coalition air strikes.
However, with governments and
public opinion in the United States
and other Western allies firmly opposed to a “boots on the ground”
strategy, the assumption is that a regenerated Iraqi Army will inevitably
have to take the lead.

Some 6,000
coalition air strikes
later, the struggle to
defeat the jihadists
has reached a
stalemate
That, at least, was the mainstream
US view as put forward by Neller at
the Senate hearing, although McCain retorted: “General, they can’t
do it themselves, we know that,
the Iraqis cannot do it. That’s why
they’re losing.”
McCain might be criticised for
overlooking progress made in reha-

bilitating an Iraqi military that fled
in the face of an assault by a much
smaller ISIS force in 2014. Iraqi
Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi,
successor to the divisive Nuri alMaliki, has reshuffled the military
command and appealed for more
weapons and training to counter the
ISIS threat.
And, although Abadi has rejected
the option of Western soldiers joining the fight, he says more can be
offered in terms of intelligence and
air surveillance.
Whatever progress he and his
generals might claim about the Iraqi
Army’s combat readiness, this has
yet to significantly translate itself
onto the battlefield in a decisive
way. In 2014, there was talk of a
counter-attack to reconquer Mosul
but was rapidly abandoned. Since
then ISIS has seized Ramadi, 120 kilometres west of Baghdad, and other
strongpoints in Anbar province.
Now coalition strategists want
the Iraqis to take on ISIS in Ramadi.
Iraqi forces recently surrounded
the city and are preparing a final
assault. “It’s a slow, methodical,
deliberate advance,” said US Navy
Commander Elissa Smith, a Pentagon spokeswoman.
Ramadi is not Mosul but a victory
there would allow Iraq and its coalition partners to assert that the perceived stalemate has been broken.

Meanwhile, ISIS has been pushed
back along its 1,000-kilometre
frontier with Iraq’s Kurdish region,
while it has been on the defensive
against Kurdish forces in neighbouring Syria after being pushed
out of the Turkish border town of
Kobane.

Now coalition
strategists want the
Iraqis to take on ISIS
in Ramadi
Elsewhere, however, the fluctuating frontlines, with ISIS popping
up on new fronts even as they are
pushed back on old ones, appear
to bear out Neller’s assessment of a
stalemate.
The problem is partly military,
partly political. On the ground, the
ISIS tactic of using suicide attackers in armoured vehicles to blast
through its enemies’ lines has provoked shock and awe among defenders who are often too badly
equipped to resist.
ISIS deaths, estimated at between
10,000 and 15,000, appear to have
contributed little to dent the movement’s capabilities. They have been
replaced by new foreign recruits arriving across Turkey’s porous borders and Western intelligence agencies say ISIS maintains the same

strength — 20,000-30,000 people
— it had a year ago.
The prospect of securing those
borders was at least one element
that led the United States and other
NATO allies to welcome Turkey’s
entry into the anti-ISIS war.
But that intervention itself raises
the problem of the other essential
ingredient of the fightback — politics. Turkey’s decision to simultaneously strike its old domestic enemy,
the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK),
provoked a backlash from the very
Kurdish forces that have actually
scored significant victories against
ISIS. It was just another example
of how the self-interest of players
ranged against ISIS has trumped
the need for a unified response.
These divisions are reflected on the
ground, with splits among those
who look to the United States or
Iran, or perhaps to the Gulf states,
as international sponsors.
In the absence of a more focused
and coordinated campaign in the
coming year, the status of the battle
against ISIS in 12 months could still
be “stalemate”.
Harvey Morris has worked in the
Middle East for many years and
written several books, including
No Friends but the Mountains:
The Tragic History of the Kurds
published in 1993.

After the internet, TV is next on ISIS blacklist
Ahmad Ramadan

Urfa, Turkey

W

ith music, private
internet
access,
schools and smoking all banned by
the Islamic State
(ISIS), television appears to be next
to join the militant group’s lengthening blacklist.
ISIS wants to prevent residents
of Raqqa, its Syrian bastion, from
watching television channels it accuses of poisoning people’s minds
and fuelling rebellion. Although
a decision has not been officially
announced, imams in the city’s
mosques have been preaching
against watching programmes that
broadcast “lies and calumnies”.

A campaign to
remove all the
satellite dishes is
already under way
“There is nothing that ISIS cannot
implement. All it takes is to chop off
the head of one or two people under the pretext of watching television and the whole city would be
disciplined,” said Anwar al-Khodar,
a lawyer and activist from Raqqa
who fled to the Turkish border.
“No one would then dare go near
a television set. One would even
break his own television set in order to prevent any member of his
family from using it.”
Khodar argued that ISIS, having
mastered social media to promote
its cause “has realised that a counter media war against them is being

waged through the broadcast of
professional documentaries, exposing their crimes and the corruption of their emirs”.
ISIS is seeking religious justifications for its move, claiming that
watching TV is banned by Islam on
the grounds that it sows dissent
among Muslims and harms their
minds and spirits, said a resident of
Raqqa who asked to be identified
as Mohamad Ali.
Ali, who attends Friday sermons at the city’s main mosque
of al-Fawaz, said the majority of
mosques started preaching a ban
on television on the instructions
of ISIS. He quoted the imam of alFawaz mosque, an ISIS disciple, as
criticising Qatar’s Al Jazeera and
Saudi-owned channel Al Arabiya
for “diffusing fake news”. “The
imam claimed that an edict will
be issued soon banning television,
except for listening to the Quran on
Fridays,” Ali said.
Ali, a former government employee, said ISIS was using Raqqa
residents as guinea pigs for new
policies, unlike other territories
under its control. “We have become an experiment field for any
decision that comes to their mind,
because the people here have become obedient after witnessing so
many atrocities committed against
‘violators’ of their edicts,” he said.
Since capturing Raqqa and declaring it its capital in early 2014,
ISIS has banned smoking and music, ordered women to wear the
niqab (veil) and prevented those
under 45 years old from leaving the
city, as well as making men grow
beards and wear loose clothes.
The terror group recently banned
private internet access in Raqqa in

Al Hisba, or Islamic police, car in Tal Abyad street in Raqqa.
a crackdown on activists exposing
its daily atrocities. Users must go to
internet cafés operated and monitored by ISIS officials if they want
to communicate online.
The ban would obviously affect
activists of the social media campaign Raqqa is Being Slaughtered
Silently, which documents ISIS
abuses in the north Syrian city, as
well as potential defectors trying to
arrange for their safe departure out
of the territory.
Many activists consider an ISIS
intention to ban television as a
veiled excuse to raid houses, pointing out that with less than 4 hours
a day of electricity, watching television is a rare luxury.
According to activist Hasan Mousa, ISIS viewed television as a “big
danger” to its rule. “All channels
are seeking to topple the caliphate
and fuel rebellion against the group
and even children’s programmes
are regarded by ISIS as tools to stir

animosity against them,” Mousa
said.
“Raqqa, which was classified by
CNN as the third most dangerous
city in the world, has become another Afghanistan [under the Taliban], if not worse,” he said. “The
Taliban banned television and
closed down movie theatres.

With less than 4
hours a day of
electricity, watching
television is a rare
luxury
In Raqqa today, ISIS is following in their footsteps, by shutting
down the only movie theatre in the
city, and now they are planning to
deprive the people of watching television.”
The ISIS media machine has
campaigned to discredit satellite
television, which they accused of

“disseminating lies aimed at destabilising the Islamic caliphate’s
peace and security and poisoning
the people’s mind”.
Abou Nasser, a school teacher in
Raqqa, said ISIS has set up giant
screens and publicity boards in the
city’s main squares and public centres to promote its ideas, images
of force and military victories. “In
addition to that, ISIS is circulating
two big vehicles in the city’s neighbourhoods where it screens videos
of its exploits,” Nasser said.
“The most dangerous thing about
the mobile cinema is that the audience is mainly made up of children
and a few elderly who have nothing
to do and want to pass time,” the
educator warned.
A resident of Raqqa, who identified himself as Alaa’ Ibrahim, questioned ISIS’s ability to implement
the television ban. “The people
would probably spend the whole
day of Friday watching television,
not only listening to the Quran,” he
said.
But if ISIS starts to confiscate
satellite dishes and television sets
from Raqqa houses, it would mean
they were serious about their decision, he noted.
Meanwhile, sources in the city
of Shaddadi, an ISIS bastion east of
Raqqa, said the group had already
imposed the television ban.
“A campaign to remove all the satellite dishes is already under way in
Shaddadi under the supervision of
ISIS leader Raheel al-Harout,” one
source said.
Raqqa appears to be next.
Ahmad Ramadan, a pseudonym
used for safety reasons, is an Arab
Weekly reporter in northern Syria.
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Zarif talks nice in Beirut, still no president
Amal Mudallali

Beirut

I

ranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif used his
visit to Lebanon to send messages to two audiences: To the
West, he spoke of new beginnings and fighting terrorism; to the
Lebanese, he praised their model
of dialogue and resistance.
The Lebanese had been eager
to see if Tehran’s nuclear agreement with the P5+1 had produced a
“new” Iran. Many Lebanese hoped
Zarif’s visit August 12th would
help unlock the country’s political gridlock caused by Hezbollah
and its ally General Michel Aoun,
who have blocked the election of a
president in Lebanon for more than
a year.

Hezbollah realised
they are in one place
and Zarif is in
another
A taxi driver in Beirut opined
that there will be a president soon
in Lebanon because the Iranian
foreign minister was coming and
he would pressure Hezbollah to allow an election. Newspaper commentary focused on how Lebanon
will be the beneficiary of easing
tensions between the Iranians and
Americans .
Zarif did not disappoint, at least
not rhetorically. In remarks at Beirut airport upon his arrival, he said,
“There is a new beginning in the
region.”
However, Zarif did not explain
what “new beginning” means and
he combined optimism with a
warning: “This historic opportu-

nity in the region is for cooperation
and consultation to face the challenges of extremism and the Zionist enemy itself.”
Zarif met the two Lebanons that
Iran deals with and left no doubt
which of the two it identifies with
more. Mustafa Fahs, a Lebanese
political activist, noted that a reception for Zarif hosted by Hezbollah was different in tone from previous receptions held for Iranian
officials. Fahs noted that the welcome banners that filled the streets
of Beirut when former Iranian president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad visited Lebanon a few years ago were
nowhere in sight. He also pointed
to the “very little coverage of [Zarif’s] visit by the pro-Hezbollah
media”.
“For Hezbollah,” Fahs said, “Zarif is interested in the Americanisation of Iranian political life.”
Hezbollah’s media department
announced that Zarif would not
visit the grave of former Hezbollah
military leader Imad Mughniyeh,
who was killed in Syria seven years
ago. Fahs wondered whether Hezbollah left the graveside visit off of
Zarif’s schedule without his knowledge. “Hezbollah realised they are
in one place and Zarif is in another,” Fahs said.
But there is another possible
explanation making the rounds in
Beirut: Could it be that the very
astute Iranian foreign minister
did not want to send the wrong
message to the West by visiting
Mughniyeh’s grave just as the US
Congress was debating the nuclear
deal? To do so would have been a
great gift to those who oppose the
deal. Fahs agreed that “Iranian
diplomacy has started paying attention to the requirements of its
relationship with Washington. Not
visiting Mughniyeh’s grave is an in-

Iran’s Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif upon his arrival at the Government Palace in Beirut,
on August 11, 2015.
dication of a new era.”
Zarif praised Lebanese Prime
Minister Tammam Salam for his
role in fighting terrorism and providing security for the country.
Leading Lebanese daily An-Nahar
wrote, “Iranian praise for Salam
fortified the government” and said
Zarif encouraged dialogue in order
to reach an agreement on the presidency. But those who were privy to
some of his meetings said Zarif did
not offer new initiatives and had
more questions than answers. He
did, however, give advice during
media stakeouts. In the Grand Serail following his meeting with the
prime minister, Zarif said: “Today
is not the day for competition in
Lebanon. Competition has to be for
building Lebanon.”

But when asked if Iran was ready
to play a role in producing an
agreement over a new president,
he answered: “We in Iran do not
interfere in the internal Lebanese
issues and we do not believe that
Lebanon should be a playing arena
for other countries. This is an internal issue and it should be dealt
with among the Lebanese and we
expect the Saudis and other players
to facilitate this issue and not put
obstacles in front of it.”
Interestingly, Zarif’s pledge of
non-interference in Lebanese affairs did not preclude his meeting
with Hezbollah Secretary-General
Hassan Nasrallah and with Palestinian factions allied with Hezbollah. Indeed, most Lebanese would
agree that the most important

meeting Zarif had was with Nasrallah. There is no doubt that his
meeting with Nasrallah had greater
consequences for Hezbollah’s role
in Lebanon and Syria than did his
discussions with the Lebanese foreign minister. However, both sides
held details of the discussions between Zarif and Nasrallah in confidence. After Beirut, Zarif headed
for Damascus, the epicentre of a
regional tour that took him to Pakistan and India as well. Turkey was
originally included in the tour but
the visit was postponed without
explanation.
Amal Mudallali is a Washington
correspondent for The Arab
Weekly. She wrote this article from
Beirut.

Despair grips families of kidnapped Lebanese
Samar Kadi

Beirut

I

“

will not be relieved until I hold him in my arms,
whether he is dead or alive,”
said Hussein Youssef, with
tears in his eyes. His son
Mohamad is among 25 Lebanese
servicemen held hostage for a year
now by jihadists from al-Nusra
Front, al-Qaeda’s affiliate in Syria,
and the Islamic State (ISIS).
“For the past 376 days we have
been counting every minute, every
second, every day with the hope of
meeting our sons again,” Youssef
said.
He and relatives of other hostages have been maintaining a sit-in
camp outside a government building in Beirut for ten months to press
it to meet the kidnappers’ demands
for releasing the captives.

“More than a year has passed
and the state has not been able to
give us any positive sign about a
possible solution for this tragedy.
This makes us feel that we are neglected, and no one cares about our
suffering,” Youssef told The Arab
Weekly.
The servicemen, including army
troops and police, were seized in
August 2014, when al-Nusra Front
and ISIS fighters overran the town
of Arsal on Lebanon’s eastern border with Syria. The militants retreated to the rugged mountainous
border area after five days of clashes, taking more than 30 hostages.
The captors have since executed
four prisoners and released six others.
Youssef said there has been no
news for almost nine months about
his son and eight other captives
held by ISIS. “Not a message or a
voicemail or even a photo. All our
attempts to have some information

about them have failed. We know
nothing, not even if they still exist,”
he said.
Youssef visited his son a few
months after his abduction but
since then ISIS has ignored the families’ pleas to see their sons or have
news about them.
Al-Nusra Front has been more
flexible in that regard. Families of
the 16 servicemen it is holding were
allowed to visit them in mid-July
on the occasion of the Eid al-Fitr,
which marked the end of the Muslim fasting month of Ramadan.
Zahra Msheik took her three children to visit their father, Abbas, in
the “no-man’s land” on the border
where militants are holed up with
their captives. “When I saw him, he
looked totally broken. He has lost
any hope of recovering his freedom
after such a long time in captivity,”
she said.
“He told our 6-year-old boy, ‘Take
good care of your mother, sister and

Relatives of Lebanese servicemen held hostage by ISIS and al-Nusra Front at their sit-in camp outside
the government seat in Beirut downtown.

brother in case I don’t return.’ The
boy broke down in tears and Abbas
was crying, too,” Msheik said.
Msheik was two months pregnant when her husband was abducted. Her youngest son, now
9 months old, has never met his
father. “My eldest children keep
asking me: ‘When is daddy coming back? Why he has not returned
home yet?’” she said. “They think
there is something wrong but don’t
understand why their father is being kept away from them.”
Marie Khoury, whose brother,
Sergeant George Khoury, 30, is held
by al-Nusra Front said she has visited him three times in the past year.
“We are luckier than the families
who have their children detained
by ISIS. At least we can visit them.”
She said families are informed by
telephone about the permission to
visit. “The Nusra Front contacts us
and sets a date for the visits. They
fix the hour, identify the names of
the families and even the things
that we can bring with us.”
The families inform the authorities and, on the set date, they are
allowed to cross the army checkpoint at the border and enter the
“no man’s land” where they meet
the kidnappers.
“You live in constant fear and
ask yourself where are we heading,
what’s next?” Khoury said. “We are
totally lost, like someone who does
not know how to swim and is propelled in the middle of the sea.
“One day we feel negotiations
are moving a step forward. Another
day it is ten steps backward. Some
periods there is nothing, no news,
no hint. It is a continuous struggle
to keep going,” she added.
While there are barely any negotiations between the state and the
captors to release the servicemen,
officials over the past year have
repeatedly said that talks were on
track and on some occasions indicated that their release was imminent.

But nothing has materialised and
the families complain that they
are being kept in the dark over the
case’s progress. At one point, the
government sought the mediation
of Qatar, which had succeeded in
liberating Syrian nuns abducted in
2014 by al-Nusra Front near Damascus.

The captors have
since executed four
prisoners and
released six others
Al-Nusra Front has previously
offered to trade three captives in
exchange for women held in Lebanese prisons. These include Saja alDulaimi, the ex-wife of ISIS leader
Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi; and Joumanna Hmayed, who was arrested
near Arsal in 2014 driving a car
loaded with explosives.
Tired of waiting and full of bitterness, relatives of the captives
take turns denouncing the government’s failure to secure their release.
“Our sons are paying the price of
the failed policies of the state. They
are victims,” said Fadi Mzahem,
uncle of Sergeant Lameh Mzahem,
held by al-Nusra Front.
“These servicemen joined Lebanon’s security forces to serve their
country but instead are being used
as bargaining chips by the government,” Youssef complained.
He said relatives of the hostages
held by ISIS plan to go to Arsal to try
to reach the captives. “We want to
have news about our sons, regardless of the risks, even if they will
shoot us and kill us,” he said.
“Waiting is like cancer that eats
you up. But what keeps us going is
our hope to see our sons safe and
free.”
Samar Kadi is The Arab Weekly
Travel and Society section
editor.
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Jordan to go
nuclear by 2020
Mohammad Ghazal

Amman

E

conomically, Jordan is
straining at the seams. Regional tensions and refugee spillover from Syria
and Iraq have crunched
Jordanian resources and jolted
its International Monetary Fundbacked reform programme into the
red.
The energy bill of cash-strapped
Jordan, which lacks the oil riches of
the neighbouring Gulf Arab region,
is surging. It needs a way to curb its
reliance on imported oil and natural
gas to fuel basic necessities.
Jordan is working on a strategy to
meet a rising demand on electricity by 6-8% a year through a series
of projects. The country’s national
energy strategy entails reducing
energy imports from 97% to 60% by
2020 through projects in oil shale,
renewable energy, gas and others to
produce electricity.

Jordan selected a
Russian firm to build
a nuclear plant with
two reactors
Following repeated cuts in natural gas supply from Egypt, which
Jordan relied on to produce 80% of
its energy, the country expedited
the implementation of several projects. Consequently, energy-poor
Jordan decided to go nuclear.
It is a risky business but, if done
right, Jordan will start producing
milled uranium ore — yellowcake
— at commercial quantities by 2020
to fuel a nuclear power plant and
potentially sell to other markets,
Samer Kahook, general manager of
the state-owned Jordan Uranium
Mining Company (JUMCO), told
The Arab Weekly in an exclusive interview.
Yellowcake, also called urania,

is a uranium concentrated powder
obtained from leach solutions during the processing of uranium ores.
Milling uranium ore into yellowcake
is the first step towards enriching
uranium for use in nuclear power
plants.
Amman, which has completed
a process and a design to extract
yellowcake from Jordanian ore, is
building a pilot facility in central
Jordan that will produce several
kilograms of yellowcake. The facility, which is about 70% complete,
is expected to be operational by the
end of 2015.
“This facility will help in the design of a mega facility for the commercial production of yellowcake,”
Kahook said.
The bigger $140 million mega facility, which is expected to be operational by 2020, will initially produce
300-400 tonnes of yellowcake per
year. The volume can be increased
to 1,500 tonnes per year based on
the country’s needs and global market demands.
In 2016, the company is to begin
studies related to the water and
power needs of the facility as well
as research related to infrastructure
and other issues, Kahook said. He
pointed out that the pilot facility
will help lead to the final design of
the main factory.
The government, according to
Kahook, will finance part of the facility and will soon start work on
attracting a strategic partner to be
involved in yellowcake production.
“We believe this is a very important project not only for Jordan but
for many countries in the region,”
Kahook said. “Jordan enjoys large
concentrations of uranium resources and many countries in the region,
including the UAE, Saudi Arabia,
Turkey and Egypt, are either working on creating nuclear plants or
have plans to.
“This facility will ensure security of supply of nuclear fuel for the
kingdom and can meet the demand
for nuclear fuel for many countries

Jordan’s King Abdullah II discussed nuclear energy with Russia’s President Vladimir Putin (R) during
their meeting in Moscow, on April 9, 2014.
in the area.” In 2014, Jordan selected a Russian firm to build a nuclear
plant with two reactors, each with a
capacity of 1,000 megawatts (MW).
The reactors need some 300 tonnes
of yellowcake a year to be fuelled.
According to Rosatom, which
will build the $10 billion nuclear
plant, construction of the reactors
is to start in 2017 and be completed
by 2022. According to the Jordan
Atomic Energy Commission strategy, about 40% of the country’s electricity needs will come from nuclear
energy by 2025.
“Recently, we also reached a deal
with Russia to send it the yellowcake when produced for enrichment and it will be later sent back to
Jordan to be used as nuclear fuel,”
Kahook said.
Legally, Jordan can enrich the
yellowcake for peaceful purposes
domestically but it is not feasible
now, according to Kahook, and the
kingdom may consider doing this if
it has six to eight nuclear reactors.
“The yellowcake is a very important, stable, local and effective

source of energy for the kingdom,
which suffers from a serious energy
crisis,” Kahook said.
Jordan imports about 97% of its
energy needs annually at a cost of
about 18% of gross domestic product, according to the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources.
“Jordan is rich in uranium and we
will make sure to optimally utilise
these resources,” Kahook emphasised. An area of Jordan about 80
kilometres south of Amman is home
to 36,389 metric tonnes of uranium
oxide that is easily mined and can
be extracted cost-effectively, Kahook said, citing a study by his firm
and international experts.
“The current uranium resource
in the central area of Jordan only
is enough to provide nuclear fuel
for the two planned reactors for 130
years,” Kahook said.
“This is very promising”.
Kahook noted that uranium resource can be increased to 65,979
metric tonnes if mining of uranium
of lesser concentrations is done.
“There are many other areas in

the central and other parts of the
country that are still not explored
yet. When we are done with explorations in more areas, the volume of
uranium resource is definitely going
to increase,” he said.
Kahook said there are about 400
operational nuclear reactors across
the world. By 2020, more than 70
nuclear additional reactors will
start operations, which will boost
demand for yellowcake. Currently,
major producers of yellowcake include Kazakhstan, Australia and
Canada.
“Jordan will be part of the countries producing yellowcake in the
next few years. This is a strategic
project for the country and we will
engage in serious efforts to attract a
strategic partner in this respect,” he
said.
Mohammad Ghazal is a Jordanian
journalist based in Amman. Raied
T. Shuqum, who has reported on
regional issues from his base in
Amman since 1999, contributed to
this article.

Jordanian souk embraces Syrian refugee talent
Roufan Nahhas

Amman

A

new addition came to
Souk Jara, a popular
summer flea market in
Amman: Syrian refugees set up shops to sell
goods, including handmade leather products and accessories.
Souk Jara started in 2004 as a
tempting mix of a small market in
a pedestrian corner with street art
and colourful handicraft kiosks,
away from crowded shopping
malls.
“We had a good business in Damascus, manufacturing leather
bags and accessories with more
than 30 employees,” said Syrian
refugee Nancy Jamoukha. “Now,
we’re producing these handmade
products in Jordan, importing the
leather and other raw material
from Syria.”
She spoke of hurdles, mainly delays in getting supplies overland
since Jordan shut its side of the
border in April in the face of advancing militants affiliated with alQaeda-linked al-Nusra Front.
Jamoukha, 28, who lives in Amman with her family, explained that
her business in Jordan replaced one
in Syria, which she closed because
of the civil war.
Her optimism was felt in several
other kiosks in the souk run by Syrian refugees, some from the Zaatari

refugee camp. The desert encampment in northern Jordan is home to
more than 80,000 Syrians who fled
their country’s war, now in its fifth
year.
“We are really excited to be here
because this souk allows us to display our talent and products,” said
another Syrian refugee, Enaam
Suleiman, 38.
“There are many talents in the
Zaatari camp, which we managed
to identify and work with,” Suleiman maintained, adding that money raised from selling products,
such as bracelets and earrings, goes

to helping needy families in the
camp.
Nestled in the old part of the capital city, Souk Jara is the brainchild
of the Jabal Amman Residents Association (JARA), an organisation
established in 2004 to preserve the
area’s history and promote cultural
events.
Early in the 20th century, Jabal
Amman was the capital’s most affluent district and home to the
foreign elite, housing the British
community, including its military
commanders serving in the Jordanian Army before independence

from Britain in 1946.
Subsequently, the area stretched
out over several kilometres and cut
across the heart of Amman from
north to south to become a commercial district. Now, it is home to
private and public offices, banks,
diplomatic missions, shops, nightclubs, bars, restaurants and cafes,
with residential neighbourhoods
burgeoning along the way.
Souk Jara is open every year
from May until October. More than
10,000 people visit the souk each
month, with the crowds bigger in
the summer when many European

A general view of Souk Jara in the commercial Jabal Amman district of the capital.

and American sightseers are on a
summer break.
Participants pay $200 a month
to display their products one day a
week — Friday, the main weekend
day in Jordan and much of the Arab
world.

Souk Jara is open
every year from May
until October
Jordanians in the souk said the
presence of Syrian refugees enriched diversity.
“Souk Jara is about talent and
variety and we are happy that this
year we have a couple of displayers
from Syria,” said Marlin Makdah,
30, who is in the handmade soap
business.
“I have been participating in the
souk for five years, but every year,
I discover more colourful things
from new faces.”
Jordanian Khaled Nawasrah, 19,
is a Jara success story.
“I started working with wires,
like linen hangers since I was 15
using only my creativity and a set
of pliers,” Nawasrah said. “Day after day, I started making models of
cars, motorcycles, planes and rockets just by bending wires,” he said.
“Now, people are buying them for
as much as $50.”
Roufan Nahhas, based in Jordan,
has been covering cultural issues
for more than two decades.
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Tunisian minister says more pro-women reform needed
Bochra Malki
and Soumaya Sokkar

T
Tunis

unisian Women
Affairs Minister
Samira Merai Friaa
has a mission. She
says Tunisian
women can be
proud of their
achievements but
should not sleep on their
laurels.
“Tunisia is no longer in the lead
in this domain,” she said in an Arab
Weekly interview during which she
examined the status of women in
Tunisia. “We are stagnating. We
have even regressed in comparison
to the evolution of family legislation in the other Arab countries
and in Africa.”
But she said she was determined
to change that.
Like most women leaders in
Tunisia, Merai is grateful to first
president Habib Bourguiba for the
progressive vision that brought
about the Personal Status Code
on August 13, 1956, just months
after Tunisia’s independence from
France.
Bourguiba took special pride in
initiating the pioneering legislation, which banned polygamy and
repudiation and made divorce a
decision depending on the court
and not on the husband’s whim.
Merai described the 1956 landmark legislation as “an achievement” and Bourguiba as a “clearsighted” leader who “trusted the

country’s women and their crucial
role in building a new society”.
The minister expressed satisfaction with the “tremendous
progress” reflected by the Tunisian
constitution adopted in 2014. It
was not always obvious the new
constitution was to consecrate the
rights of women.
After the 2011 elections, which
gave Islamists a leading position in
the National Constituent Assembly
(NCA), secularists and pro-women
activists feared that Tunisia’s postindependence achievements in
gender equality would wither away
after the NCA finished drafting the
constitution.
But the final text belied such
fears. It went beyond re-anchoring
the notion of gender equality
(mentioned in the previous constitution) to consecrating the concept
of parity in electoral politics.
As adopted in January 2014,
Article 46 of the new constitution
stipulates that: “The state guarantees the protection of the rights of
women and their achievements.
It guarantees equal opportunity
between men and women in assuming responsibility in all fields.
The state strives to establish parity between men and women in
elected councils. The state takes all
necessary measures to eradicate
violence against women.”
Merai, a 50-year-old medical doctor and former National
Constituent Assembly member,
held the key legislative position of
deputy speaker of the NCA after
2012. She was in a good position to
appreciate the positive outcome of
the constitution drafting process.
She is today clearly satisfied with

“We still have
a lot of work
ahead of us
regarding
discriminatory
laws.”

the progress brought about by the
new constitution, which, she says,
“consolidates the existing legislative assets in favour of women and,
more importantly, commits the
government to re-examine all discriminatory laws against women
and to fight violence against
women”.
But she notes that no legislative
initiatives have been introduced
since 2010.
She is also unhappy about the
ranking of Tunisia in terms
of legislative
development, as
pointed
out

by a recent study undertaken by
the African Development Bank.
“We have come out 34th of 100
countries, after Morocco and
Algeria, because we still have
many discriminatory laws against
women,” she said.
Merai wants the country to get
moving again. “So, here, we are in
2015 a bit behind in terms of legislation and we need to catch up. We
need laws to apply and uphold the
recommendations of the constitution,” she said.
She says her ministry has set up
a committee to work on new laws,
adding she soon expects a new
bill regarding the shared parental
guardianship”.
The new legislation will try to
correct the current situation, which
she sees as obsolete. “For us, the
legal guardian is always the father,
which is shocking at this day and
age,” Merai said.
On August 13th, Tunisian President Beji Caid Essebsi announced a
bill would be introduced to ensure
full equality between parents
in terms of guardianship of siblings. He also announced more
rigorous implementation of laws
establishing parity of pay between
men and women in agriculture and
industry.
Merai is already thinking of additional legislative reforms she says
need to be undertaken to further
anchor gender equality. “We still
have a lot of work ahead of us regarding other discriminatory laws,”
she says.
Bochra Malki and Soumaya Sokkar
are Arab Weekly correspondents in
Tunis.

The guardian angels of the Tunisian Personal Status Code
View poi nt

Naila Sellini

W

omen in
Tunisia know
very well that
they are the
subject of envy
by many other
women in the Arab world. They
are aware of the achievements
they enjoy. Still, they are constantly worried. They are
worried to the point of panicking
sometimes, lest these achievements be taken away, for they
know very well that if they give
up one single right, other rights
will be stripped away.
The daring move by former
president Habib Bourguiba when
he announced the enactment of
the Tunisian Personal Status
Code on August 13, 1956, was a
momentous and unique occasion
in Tunisia’s modern history and
quite a shock in the legal history
of the other Arab nations.
A quick comparison between
laws related to women and
family affairs in Tunisia and
those in effect in the rest of the
Arab countries reveals the wide
gap that existed and continues to
exist in many ways. We also
realise that neither Bourguiba’s
successors nor even his contemporaries possessed the courage
to radically change the laws and
consequently bring about a
change in mentalities.
This is perhaps how we can
explain the fear that grips
today’s politicians and prevents

There is nothing to fear
for the Personal Status
Code as long as Tunisian
women stand as its
guardian angels

them from proposing further
daring legislation in support of
the Personal Status Code. Sixty
years after its genesis, none of
the Arab countries could rise to
the level of the legislation
contained in the Tunisian
Personal Status Code.
This is not to say that the
current legal context of women
in Tunisia is the desired ideal. We
cannot overlook degrading flaws
in the Personal Status Code that
were left intentionally unaddressed to make the set of secular
laws acceptable to the Tunisian
society at that time. And it was
later possible to bypass traditions
and practices deemed obsolete
by society in the fast-changing
world of post-independence.
One example of the innovations was the explicit mention in
the marriage contract of the joint

Guardian angels

ownership of family assets. But
still, it needs to be pointed out
that what was left unaddressed
in the Personal Status Code in
terms of parity between the sexes
is increasingly difficult to touch
or reform. There is for instance
the matter of parity in inheritance laws. Despite the revolutionary nature of the Tunisian
inheritance laws, they are far
from being fair.
We believe the road is still very
long for politicians and legislators to dare to declare full and
unconditional equality between
the sexes in matters of inheritance.
Given the difficulties ahead, I
maintain that any reform must
first be preceded by a change in
mentality and changing mentalities requires long and sustained
hard work.

Fear grips
today’s
politicians
and
prevents
them from
proposing
further
daring
legislation

Tunisian society went through
a pivotal historical moment in
1956. Were it not for that
moment, our fate as women
would have been similar to that
of many in the rest of the Arab
nations.
I still consider that women’s
rights in Tunisia are alive and
well during the current period of
democratic transition, even if
they have not witnessed any
improvement for obvious
reasons.
The main reason has to do with
the Islamists grabbing power in
Tunisia.
I say “grabbing” because their
victory in the elections of
October 2011 was simply a
mandate to participate in the
writing of the new constitution
and not to govern the country.
What transpired afterwards,
however, was that they ignored
the real reason for their election
and scurried in all directions
trying to change the societal
model in place since 1956.
They were quasi certain that
they would succeed and forever
bury the Personal Status Code, a
code that reminded them of
Bourguiba, the embodiment of
secularism and apostasy.
But in the end, they were
surprised by the degree of
awareness among Tunisian
society and its willingness to
protect its modern assets.
Women, in particular, constituted an impregnable fortress
against chaos and reset the
agenda on the right track.
There is nothing to fear for the
Personal Status Code as long as
Tunisian women stand as its
guardian angels.
Naila Sellini is a professor at
the College of Arts and
Humanities at the University of
Sousse, Tunisia.
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Women rise to leadership roles in UAE
Krishna Kumar

Dubai

W

hen Dubai won the
right to host the
World Expo 2020, it
was Reem Al Hashemy, the UAE minister of state and managing director of
the Dubai bid committee, who led
the emirate’s team through many
rounds of presentations.
Although there was a high-powered UAE delegation at the event,
Hashemy became the face of Expo
2020 and a role model for many
women in the United Arab Emirates.
In early May 2015, when the UAE
announced its Mars mission, the
150-person Emirati team of engineers and scientists had several
women at the forefront, including
Sarah Amiri, deputy project manager and lead science investigator.

30%
of the UAE’s top
government posts
has been allocated
for women
As Hashem and Amiri have
shown, women in the UAE are
proving themselves in education,
health, public service, business and
technology as well as in the arts,
culture and sports.
“Women graduates outnumber
male students in the UAE. This is
obviously reflected in the workforce, notably in the public sector,
where more than 60% of Emirati

employees are women, holding top
positions in administration, human
resources, information technology
and customer care,” said Pon Mohaideen Pitchai, human resources
director of organisational development at Dubai Properties Group.
Pitchai noted that “the current
generation of UAE women is fluent
in English and that is likely to lead
to more opportunities for them in
the private sector”.
In addition to boosting education
for women over the past few decades, the UAE has allocated 30% of
its top government posts for women, further empowering them in the
public sector.
In 2012, the UAE government decided that every board of directors
in the country must have female
representation. This was followed
by the establishment of the Gulf
Chapter for WomenCorporateDirectors (WCD) in March 2013 in Abu
Dhabi.
Family businesses are also providing opportunities for women in
the UAE to show leadership mettle.
“Entrepreneurship is proving to
be a key element in promoting empowerment of women in the UAE,”
says Raja al-Gurg, managing director of Easa Saleh Al Gurg Group,
which provides products and services in the retail, building and construction sectors.
“By encouraging more women to
be entrepreneurs, we are harnessing
the largely untapped potential of
women to become key contributors
to the social and economic development of the society,” says Gurg, who
made the 2015 Forbes list of the
world’s 100 most powerful women.
On her part, Fatima al-Jaber, chief
operating officer of Al Jaber Group,
who took the lead in setting up the
Gulf chapter of WCD, advocates “a

mixture between quotas and natural progression”. “There should be
more initiatives to encourage women to be productive, including training opportunities, empowerment
programmes, all combined with
women-friendly laws in the workplace,” she said.
Pitchai, who is a regular columnist on human resources (HR) issues
in the UAE and Gulf, says “more
than the policies and systems, government should focus on human
resources development, where
the fundamentals of learning are
strengthened.”

Women in the UAE
are proving
themselves in
education, health,
public service,
business and
technology
He admitted that additional support systems were needed for working women to balance home life
and their careers. “A professional
HR environment in business and
institutional support are a must.
Flexible work options will enable a
good work-life balance. Employee
welfare measures must also include
laws to protect women’s rights,”
Pitchai said. Economic and social pressures have led more Emirati women to seek jobs. “Effective
coaching and mentoring is essential
to create a good working environment, especially in the private sector, where performance plays a key
role,” Pitchai said.
He noted that the private sector is
being increasingly urged to improve
gender diversity and encourage telecommuting that will allow women

Reem al-Hashemy, UAE Minister of State and Managing Director of
the Dubai World Expo 2020 Bid Committee.
to work from home.
In the Global Gender Gap Report
by the World Economic Forum,
which covers 133 countries, the UAE
ranked first in the Middle East and
North Africa region in terms of closing the gender gap in education,
wage equality, political rights and
health care.
UAE Minister of International
Cooperation and Development
Sheikha Lubna al-Qasimi was also
mentioned on the Forbes list, ranking as the 42nd most powerful wom-

an in the world. She was praised by
the publication for leading the UAE
“into an unprecedented amount of
philanthropy”.
The 2015 Global Women in Leadership Economic Forum is scheduled for November in Abu Dhabi
and is planned to focus on advancing women’s participation in the
workforce and increasing their business opportunities.
Krishna Kumar is a Dubai-based
contributor to The Arab Weekly.

Women marriage chancellors stepping into a man’s world
Amr Emam

Cairo

A

bridegroom
once
laughed
hysterically
when he discovered that
the marriage registration
official was a woman,
not a man. Another time, the family of the bridegroom cracked jokes
aimed at the female official.
Nonetheless, Egypt’s first female
marriage registration official has
never despaired. Amal Afifi knows
that she has the right to tread into
realms monopolised by men for
hundreds of years in this predominantly Muslim country.
Appointed in 2008 as Egypt’s first
female marriage registration official,
known in Arabic as maazouna, Afifi
still struggles for recognition.
“Some people are totally opposed
to the notion of a woman registering
marriages,” she said. “They think
that marriage registration can only
be done by men.”
This is exactly how it’s thought of.
Being a woman undertaking what
is traditionally a man’s job, such as
maazouna, is an uneasy task in the
Arab world. In much of the region’s
patriarchal societies, women are
confined to household chores, such
as cooking, cleaning and raising
children, while men have the final
say in all family matters.

There are women
maazounas only in
Egypt and Tunisia
and in the Gulf
emirate of Abu Dhabi
In Jordan, a moderate state ruled
by progressive and Western-educated royals, women hold senior
public posts. For example, there are
women cabinet ministers, lawmakers, ambassadors, judges, traffic police and servicewomen, air force and
commercial airline pilots.

But there are no maazounas,
evidently to spare Jordan’s royalty,
which claims ancestry to Prophet
Mohammad, sensitivities with the
country’s ultra-orthodox religious
circles as such posts are confined to
distinguished males in the society.
Of all the region, there are women
maazounas only in North Africa’s
Egypt and Tunisia and in the Gulf
emirate of Abu Dhabi. Recently, Palestinians appointed their first woman marriage officer in Tahrir Hamad,
33, who is already pointing to “cultural snags”.

There’s nothing in
the religion that bars
women from holding
such a post
“There’s nothing in the religion
that bars women from holding such
a post,” Hamad told The Arab Weekly in a telephone interview from Jordan.
“The only obstacles are the cultural snags and taboos imposed by
our patriarchal society”, added the
master’s graduate in Islamic law
who dedicated much of the last decade to theology studies.
Since her July 29th appointment
as maazouna, she said she had performed 13 marriages through August
12th. She’s also had five refusals.
“The grooms said they don’t want
a woman marrying them,” Hamad
said.
In Egypt, Afifi has performed
2,400 marriages. But there was some
comedy. Traditionally, the bride’s
family picks the marriage registration official in Egypt. When Afifi
appears, however, the encounter is
anything but predictable. Once, a
groom and his family, after bursting into laughter, insisted on having
photos taken with the maazouna,
forgetting the bride, her parents,
family and other guests.
“They all left the bride and her
family behind and focused most of
their attention on me,” Afifi said,

Tahrir Hamad (L), the first Palestinian woman justice of the peace, performs marriage ceremony in
the West Bank city of Ramallah, on August 6, 2015.
laughing. Islam does not prohibit
women to work in marriage registration, according to Islamic philosophy Professor Amna Nossier.
“Marriage registration is about paperwork and documentation, nothing else,” Nossier said. “It can be
done by either a man or a woman.”
Yet some men, such as Ahmed
Mustafa, a day labourer from the
southern province of Assiut, refuse
the presence of a woman during
marriage rituals.
“The meeting is only between
men. A woman cannot be part
of it, in line with the traditions,”
Mustafa said. He was referring to
prevailing customs in conservative
circles in which a male cleric documents a marriage attended only by
a male representative of the bride,

the groom and two adult male witnesses.
Intessar Amr, a university graduate from the Greater Cairo province
of Qalubia, said she preferred a
woman to document her marriage.
“The world is changing,” she insisted.
Islam Amir, head of the independent male-dominated Marriage Registration Officials Union, told a local
newspaper recently that marriage
registration is a man’s, not a woman’s, job. He said Afifi’s appointment
was the outcome of pressure exerted by the wife of Egypt’s former
president Hosni Mubarak.
Suzanne Mubarak actively lobbied for women’s empowerment in
Egypt. She was said to have been
behind the appointment of Egypt’s

first female judge in 2003 and also
women ministers in Mubarak’s cabinets. When Afifi was given the job
in 2008, she was the only woman
maazouna, in Egypt. Now, there are
20 women maazounas in the country. The emergence of female marriage registration officials seeped
out of real life and into TV drama in
Egypt.
A TV serial, Nouna, the Marriage
Registration Official, depicts the
struggle of a female marriage registration official for recognition. The
programme is comic in nature but
it delves deeply into the suffering
Egyptian women sustain when they
do jobs generally reserved for men.
Amr Emam is a Cairo-based
contributor to The Arab Weekly.
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Turkey faces fresh elections, Erdogan new push
Thomas Seibert

Istanbul

T

urkey is facing its second
general election of 2015,
as the ruling Justice and
Development
Party
(AKP) starts a campaign
to regain its parliamentary majority and President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan resurrects his bid to introduce a presidential system.
Talks between the AKP and the
opposition Republican People’s
Party (CHP) on forming a coalition
broke down August 13th, prompting Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu, who is also the AKP leader, to
say snap elections were “the only
option”. News reports say the poll
could take place as early as the second half of October.
In a last-ditch effort August 17th,
Davutoglu tried — and failed — to
win approval from Devlet Bahceli,
leader of the right-wing Nationalist
Movement Party (MHP), to form an
alliance between the two parties
until the election. Following his
meeting with Bahceli, Davutoglu
said “all formulas” to form a coalition had been exhausted.

News reports say the
poll could take place
as early as the
second half of
October
Erdogan, who has remained de
facto AKP leader despite becoming head of state last year, has been
pushing for new elections. He
raised the stakes by making it clear
he is still pursuing his aim of an executive presidency to replace the
current parliamentary system. Erdogan’s first bid to get enough parliamentary seats to push through
the change failed when the AKP
lost its majority in the house in
elections in June.
Now the president wants to try
again.
Erdogan has stretched current
constitutional provisions that prescribe a non-partisan and mostly

ceremonial role for the head of
state. He has presided over cabinet
meetings, set the political agenda
in Ankara and attacked the opposition on an almost daily basis.
Erdogan says the fact that he was
elected president by popular vote
in 2014 gives him a strong mandate
that should now be turned into law
by adapting the constitution.
“Like it or not, our system of
government has changed,” Erdogan said on August 14th. “Now this
factual situation has to be clarified and cemented in a new legal
frame, a new constitution.”
CHP leader Kemal Kilicdaroglu
said Erdogan’s statement amounted to a “coup” because the president had ignored existing rules.
“Erdogan is saying ‘I have staged
a coup, a new factual situation
has been created, so now it’s time
to build the legal framework for
that,’” Kilicdaroglu told the Hurriyet daily. MHP deputy leader Sadir
Durmaz said the president did
not recognise the current constitution.
Critics say the breakdown of
coalition talks show that Erdogan
and the AKP never accepted defeat
in the June election after governing Turkey alone for more than 12
years. Davutoglu remains in office
as caretaker prime minister.
The June result, which saw the
AKP’s share of the vote drop to
41% from almost 50% in 2011, was
a personal defeat for Erdogan, who
had asked voters to back his presidential plans by giving the AKP a
large majority in the house.
However, Erdogan’s renewed
insistence that Turkey introduce
a presidential system indicates he
thinks the AKP can win big in the
new election and push through the
changes.
The opposition accuses Erdogan
of fanning new tensions between
the Turkish state and Kurdish rebels in an effort to drive down support for the pro-Kurdish Peoples’
Democratic Party (HDP). The HDP’s
entry into parliament in June with
13% of the vote deprived the AKP
of the majority in the chamber.
Erdogan’s supporters say fresh
elections offer a chance for the AKP

to regain votes it lost to the HDP
in June. HDP voters were “sorry”,
Yigit Bulut, Erdogan’s economic
adviser, told the pro-government
Sabah newspaper in August.
Heightened tensions, with almost daily attacks by Kurdistan
Workers’ Party (PKK) rebels and
bombing raids by Turkish fighter jets on suspected PKK positions in south-eastern Turkey
and northern Iraq, could create
a rally-around-the-flag momentum among nationalist voters that
would potentially benefit the AKP.
Behlul Ozkan, a political scientist
at Istanbul’s Marmara University,
says Erdogan and the AKP leadership are convinced that peace talks
between the government and the
Kurdish PKK rebels in recent years
hurt the AKP in June.
“In their view, the peace process gave legitimacy to the HDP

and triggered a negative response
by nationalist voters,” Ozkan said.
“So the AKP said let’s stop” the
peace process, he added.
But several polls cast doubt on
the AKP’s expectation of emerging
victorious from the fresh election
now on the horizon.

There is no chance
that the AKP will be
able to govern alone
after fresh elections
At least three polls published in
recent weeks say the pro-Kurdish
HDP has a good chance of remaining in parliament, which would
make it very difficult for the AKP
to get a majority.
“There is no chance that the AKP
will be able to govern alone after
fresh elections,” pollster Bekir Ag-

irdir of the Konda Institute told the
secularist newspaper Cumhuriyet.
He added the HDP was certain to
end up above the 10% mark parties
need to cross to be represented in
parliament.
As the country gears up for the
second general election within six
months, questions are being asked
about the AKP’s present leadership, which oversaw the campaign
for the June election.
Pollster Adil Gur told the Internethaber news platform the governing party could not hope to
make much headway if it left its
leadership team and campaign
style in place. “If the AK Party
wants to return to government,
the AK Party will have to change,”
he said.
Thomas Seibert is an Arab Weekly
contributor in Istanbul.

Turkey’s poor record on work safety
Thomas Seibert

Istanbul

A

ll that Rahmi Sozuer
wanted was a place
where he could work
without putting his life
in danger. But he never

found it.
Sozuer, a former coal miner, escaped death on May 13, 2014, the
day 301 of his colleagues perished in
an underground fire in a coal mine
in Soma in western Turkey. Sozuer
did not work the day of the worst
coal mine disaster in Turkish history because he had swapped shifts
with another worker. His friend survived the disaster.

A total of 1,886
workers were killed
in work-related
accidents in Turkey
in 2014
Following the catastrophe, Sozuer, 36, decided to no longer work
in Turkey’s notoriously unsafe
mines. He found a job working for
a company hired by the Bayrakli
municipality in Izmir, about 120
kilometres south of Soma. But on
August 1st, Sozuer died at a construction site when the dump truck
he was driving struck a high-voltage
electrical cable.
Deadly accidents such as that are
everyday events in Turkey. On August 4th, four workers at a highway

construction site in western Turkey
died when a scaffold collapsed. Five
days later, two construction workers were killed in the central Anatolian city of Kayseri. One day later, a
worker in the northern city of Zonguldak was crushed to death when
a metal door fell on him during construction of a road tunnel. On August 10th, a coal miner in Zonguldak
died when a mine shaft collapsed.
A total of 1,886 workers were
killed in work-related accidents in
Turkey in 2014, according to the
Workers’ Health and Work Safety
Assembly, a non-governmental organisation campaigning for better
safety standards.
That makes the country one of
the world’s most dangerous places
for workers.
In a statement on its website,
the Turkey’s Work Safety Assembly called the accidents “murders”.
In July, 166 workers were killed in
work-related accidents, bringing
the total in the first seven months
of 2015 to 971, it said. Mining, construction and shipbuilding are
among the most dangerous industries.
The Economic Policy Research
Foundation of Turkey, a think-tank
in Ankara, said in a 2010 report that
mining in Turkey was deadlier than
even in China, a country known for
frequent mining accidents.
Based on figures from 2008, the
report said there were 7.22 worker
deaths per 1 million tons of coal produced in Turkey compared to 1.27 in
China and 0.02 in the United States.
Companies’ disregard for exist-

A May 2014 photo shows a Turkish miner helped by workmates
after an explosion in Soma, Manisa.
ing safety regulations and a lack of
oversight by authorities are seen as
the main reasons behind Turkey’s
poor record.
Conditions in the mining industry, which has thousands of small
mines, have been in the spotlight
since the Soma disaster. Mehmet
Torun, a former chairman of the Association of Mining Engineers, told
the newspaper Radikal in 2014 that
about half of the 13,400 mines operating in Turkey did not comply with
regulations.
In a 2015 report, the International
Trade Union Confederation (ITUC),
a labour union association, gave
Turkey the ranking of five, putting

it among “the worst countries in the
world to work in”.
Earlier in August, the Republican
People’s Party (CHP), the biggest
opposition bloc in Turkey’s parliament, called for a parliamentary
inquiry into the reasons behind
the high number of work-related
deaths. “Work-related accidents
can easily be prevented with the
right kind of [safety] measures and
a modern economic policy,” CHP
said in a statement, adding that
about 12,700 workers had died in
Turkey in the last 12 years.
The pro-Kurdish Peoples’ Democratic Party (HDP) said the government was refusing to impose

stricter standards on the mining
industry because it cared more
about the well-being of companies
than about workers. “For the government, the important thing is not
the workers’ safety but the ability
of mines to keep up production,”
deputy HDP leader Günay Kubilay
said.
Under Recep Tayyip Erdogan,
Turkey’s prime minister from 2003
until he became president in 2014,
the government sold many formerly state-run coal mines, the mine in
Soma among them.
A trial against 45 defendants,
among them top executives of mine
operator Soma Holding, is under
way in the western city of Akhisar.
Turkey recently ratified the Safety and Health in Mines Convention of the International Labour
Organisation, which includes a
programme of safety measures for
governments and companies. The
government says it wants to make
sure workers are better trained and
give companies incentives to improve safety standards.
But critics say some of the promised improvements are being rolled
back. Following the Soma disaster,
the government closed 130 coal
mines because they did not meet
safety standards. But the cabinet
issued a decree giving companies
five more years to comply with international safety regulations.
CHP deputy Ozgur Ozel said
about 60 of the recently closed
mines could reopen without updating safety procedures and equipment.
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The bomb bailout
Imad Salamey

Ottawa

I

nternational observers are divided over the potential ramifications of the Iranian nuclear
agreement. Recently, 29 prominent US scientists praised the
deal in a letter to US President
Barack Obama, proclaiming that it
has achieved “more stringent constraints than any previously negotiated non-proliferation framework”.
Enthusiasts claim that by curbing Iran’s capacity to construct a
nuclear weapon the agreement has
prevented the future escalation of
a potentially devastating regional
military conflict. Previously, simulated war games examining the
regional repercussions of an increasingly nuclear Iran predicted
a conflict spinning out of control,
leading to the closure of the Strait
of Hormuz, the mining of the gulf,
the atrophying of world oil supplies, the exacerbation of sectarian
violence and the intensification of
asymmetric warfare across the various Arab states.
The Federation of American Scientists, a US think-tank, predicted
that the initial three months of
a war with Iran would cost the
world’s economy more than $2 trillion. A figure that would increase
in the event of a prolonged war,
with potentially astronomical sums
needing to be spent on post-conflict
reconstruction and resettlement.

The United States
and the West have
also kept a low
profile over Shia
Hezbollah’s
intervention in Syria
But reluctant Arab Gulf states,
particularly Saudi Arabia, remain
suspicious of both Iran and the
P5+1’s intentions. For them the
pressing question is how the nuclear agreement can reap regional
benefits. Will it help curtail Iranian
interventionism in Arab affairs or
signal a new power constellation
that installs Iran as a protectorate
of Arab Shias? The latter scenario

is sure to send shivers throughout the Arab world as Islam would
be destined to split into two major and irreconcilable discourses,
proclaimed by rival power centres
in Riyadh and Tehran, a déjà vu
to the Protestant-Roman Catholic
break-up. In Arab calculations, particularly in the minds of the leaders of multi-sectarian constituency
states, such an arrangement would
fertilise contentious seeds that
would cultivate deep divisions.
In recent years, the United States
has increasingly appeared to lean
on Iranian assistance to curb Sunni extremists through proxy, and
equally extremist, Shia groups and
the suspicions of Saudi Arabia and
the Gulf States have turned into
convictions.
The United States’ covert and
overt operations battling the Islamic State (ISIS) have been carried
out in coordination with Iraniansponsored Iraqi Shia paramilitary
forces, known as Hashed al-Sha’abi,
in addition to the pro-Iranian Iraqi
government.
Meanwhile the United States has
given the cold shoulder to a Saudisponsored air campaign targeting
Shia Houthis in Yemen, favouring
instead an Omani-sponsored settlement in which Iran’s influence is
detectable. The United States and
the West have also kept a low profile over Shia Hezbollah’s intervention in Syria, which has culminated
in a sectarian cleansing campaign,
aimed at carving out an Alawite
state in Syria’s western enclave.
In his press conference in July,
Obama indicated the need to encourage Iran to play a constructive
role towards a negotiated settlement in Syria.
Iranian leaders, on the other
hand, are not at ease with the prospect of back-tracking on more than
30 years of denouncing the United
States and the West. Yet choices are
limited and gains are tempting.
In the background is a regional
stalemate that has exposed the limits of Iranian offensive power. Regional contenders, namely Turkey
and Saudi Arabia, have displayed
resolve to sabotage the Islamic
Republic’s regional ambitions. In
Syria, Iraq and Yemen the crusade

US Secretary of State John Kerry speaks during a media event on the nuclear agreement with Iran, in
New York, on August 11th.
waged by the Revolutionary Guards
has been drifting away from exporting the revolution in favour of
defending what is left of it. Meanwhile, the carrot appears too appealing to resist, given that the unfreezing of assets and the prospect
of foreign investment will revive an
otherwise ageing army and a collapsing economy. The prospect of
an improved relationship with the
United States that could lead to a
regional Iranian Shia protectionism is the cherry on top. Now, all
that is left is for Iran to declare its
triumph.
Iranian moderates can also proclaim victory. Thanks to statist
figures such as President Hassan
Rohani and Foreign Minister Mohammad Zarif, also the chief nuclear negotiator, who have saved the
day through laborious diplomatic
shuttling. At hand is a safer Iran: relieved from the threat of a looming
military attack, released from international sanctions and detached
from the curse of being internationally designated a “rogue state”.
The Iranian reformist camp that
has sought closer relations with
the West under the presidencies of
Hashemi Rafsanjani and Mohammed Khatami can now pick up do-

mestic steam. At least for the coming ten years, during which much
uranium enrichment would be frozen by the agreement.

The bomb bailout
has driven the region
into a race to
stockpile Western
and Russian arms
This trial period will reveal the
international and domestic competency and appeal of the Iranian
moderates while testing the resolve
of the radicals before, perhaps, the
bomb’s clock starts ticking again.
A post-deal Iran will emerge eager to seek regional settlement
and assert the newly acquired and
internationally recognised status.
The challenge ahead, however, lies
in the Turkish and Saudi response
to a regional power-sharing arrangement devised according to
sectarian calculus: a formula that
could weaken their respective regional power leverage as they give
way to Shiism and Iranian auspices.
Such a predicament will most likely
continue to infuriate power rivalry
for the years to come.
On the other hand, the P5+1 can

breathe with ease as it has at last
succeeded to “domesticate” Iran
and divert a costly and unpredictable confrontation.
Thus, they
have diffused US-Russian tensions
in the Middle East and North Africa and transferred the burden of
conflict settlement on to regional
adversaries. Locked in a stalemate,
regional powers have the choice of
maintaining the status quo, escalating or settling the dispute. At the
moment, none of the choices seems
ripe enough to pick.
What is certain, however, is that
the bomb bailout has driven the
region into a race to stockpile Western and Russian arms. At the same
time, foreign investors have been
lining up to grab a piece of the Iranian pie. Evidence that points to the
prevalence of contentious Middle
Eastern politics orchestrated and
tuned to the P5+1’s pitch.
Imad Salamey is an associate
professor of political science
and international affairs at the
Lebanese American University, a
member of the Middle East Task
Force on Religion, Identity and
Counter-Extremism at the Atlantic
Council and a senior policy adviser
on Middle East and Arab Affairs.

Iran’s mounting losses in Syria point to build-up
Ali Alfoneh

Washington

H

ardly a week passes
without Iranian media
coverage of funeral and
memorial services held
across the Islamic Republic for Iranian, Iraqi, Afghan and
Pakistani fighters killed in Syria.
The rising casualty toll is a graphic indication of how, despite Tehran
denials, Iran’s direct involvement
in the 4-1/2-year-old conflict is
growing.
It also illustrates the extent to
which Tehran is deploying Shia
fighters from Iraq, Afghanistan and
Pakistan to bolster the forces of
Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guards
Corps (IRGC) battling rebel forces
seeking to topple the regime of Syrian President Bashar Assad, Iran’s
strategic Arab ally.

A survey of funeral
services shows 113
Iranians, 121 Afghans
and 20 Pakistanis
have died in Syria
Amid growing indications that
the Iranians have taken control of
military affairs in Syria as Assad’s
military is increasingly weakened
by combat losses, defections and
draft dodgers in a war in which
240,000 people are estimated to
have been killed

With the regime no longer able
to sustain its military campaign,
the Iranians — including units of
the IRGC’s elite al-Quds Force — are
having to take a heavier share of
combat while foreign recruits for
rebel Islamic forces pour into the
war zone.
The worry in Tehran is that the
growing involvement by Iran and
its Shia allies to shore up Assad’s
beleaguered regime makes military
disengagement impossible in the
short term but also suggests that no
decisive and final military victory
should be expected.
In Iran, the dead receive heroes’
funerals: From the vast Behesht-e
Zahra war cemetery outside Tehran
to major holy cities to remote villages, mosque networks mobilise
large crowds to follow the coffins to
burial.
The funeral services are attended
by important military and religious
officials who address the crowds to
commemorate the fallen.
In spite of the elaborate and highly choreographed funeral services,
the Tehran government consistently denies the IRGC is involved
in the fighting in Syria, insisting the
casualties are “martyred guardians
of the shrine” or volunteers who
fell guarding sacred Shia pilgrimage
sites in Syria, including the holiest
of them all, the tomb of Zaynab, the
Prophet Mohammad’s daughter, on
the outskirts of Damascus.
The true casualty toll is not
known but a survey of funeral services shows 113 Iranians, 121 Af-

Mounting toll. Iranian mourners touch the coffins of members of
Islamic Republic’s Revolutionary Guards Corps reportedly killed
in Syria, during their funeral in Tehran in June.
ghans and 20 Pakistanis have died
in Syria and buried in Iran since
January 2013. These numbers account only for casualties whose funerals were covered by official media, so the real total must be higher.
In addition, Lebanese fighters
from Hezbollah, along with the
other Shia deployed in Syria, seem
to have suffered casualties in even
greater numbers but, given the regime’s opacity, it’s difficult to establish an accurate total.
The slain Iranians all served in the
Revolutionary Guards. According

to the death notices, eight were in
the corps’ ground forces, eight with
al-Quds Force and three served in
the Basij militia controlled by the
IRGC. The remaining were activeduty guardsmen but it’s not known
in which branch they served.
The lack of information may
reflect the regime’s attempt
to obscure their service in the
15,000-strong Quds Force or to
mask the extent of the IRGC ground
forces’ deployment.
If the IRGC is sending its regular
troops to Syria, that’s a clear indi-

cation al-Quds Force is spread thin
and taking mounting casualties.
The regime has every reason to
play down the extent of its involvement and losses in Syria.
The officially acknowledged casualty toll has made defending the
Assad regime highly unpopular.
The Sunni jihadists of the Islamic
State (ISIS) and al-Qaeda may be
universally despised by Iranians
but there’s no love for the Assad regime either.
Additionally, rising IRGC casualties point to operational deficiencies with the corps.
In the short term, the Tehran
leadership is unlikely to abandon
Assad. Iran’s military elite has invested so much blood and treasure
in the Syrian war that it no longer
believes it can withdraw without a
smashing victory to show for it.
The nuclear agreement between
Tehran and the US-led global powers means that Iranian assets frozen abroad will be released, giving
Tehran access to billions of dollars
in foreign currency with which to
fund its engagement in Syria.
So it could take some considerable time before the regime will be
forced to admit that victory in Syria
is not within reach, and that only
a political settlement will end the
war.
Ali Alfoneh is a specialist on Iran
and the Islamic Revolutionary
Guards Corps. He is a senior fellow
at the Foundation for Defense of
Democracies in Washington.
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Iran deal divides US Jewish organisations
Rasha Elass

Washington

T

he Iran nuclear agreement has divided US
Jews, a community that
has long valued a unified public voice when it
comes to Israel.
“It’s been an extremely divisive
issue within the community because American Jews overwhelmingly voted for (US President
Barack) Obama. Yet on the other
hand, Netanyahu, in an unprecedented manner, is trying to rally
American Jews to oppose the deal,”
Ori Nir of Americans for Peace Now,
a Washington Jewish organisation
that advocates for a two-state solution, told The Arab Weekly.
Nir was referring to Israeli Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu’s aggressive lobbying of US lawmakers.
Netanyahu sparked controversy in
March when he addressed the US
Congress — accepting an invitation
that was sent without prior White
House approval — in what many
Jews, and others, called a disrespectful act against the Obama administration and a low point in bilateral relations.

“With time, we can
get a better deal,”
said Isaacson.
But US Senator Chuck Schumer,
D-N.Y., the most prominent Jewish
member of Congress, heeded Netanyahu’s call and announced his
opposition to the Iran agreement,
further highlighting the gap within
the Jewish community, the majority of whom are Democrats.
The divisions have not been lost
on Israelis, and diplomats are raising the alarm.
The Israeli newspaper Haaretz
recently published a leaked message from an Israeli diplomat in
the United States to Israel’s Foreign
Ministry. “At this crucial point of
the Iranian issue… the Jewish community in the United States is not
standing as a united front behind
Israel and important parts of it are
on the fence,” Yaron Sideman, Isra-

el’s consul general in Philadelphia,
said in his telegram, according to
Haaretz.
Jason Isaacson, director of government and international affairs
at the American Jewish Committee
(AJC), opposes the Iran agreement
and downplayed the repercussions
for the Jewish community.
He pointed out that Israel is not
alone in its concerns about Iran.
Saudi Arabia is opposed to the
agreement and Isaacson says that
less vocal players have expressed
anxieties. “We talked to enough
countries, including Jordan and
Egypt, and they’re very worried,”
Isaacson said from his office in
Washington.

“This will
weaken AIPAC,”
said Nir.
Obama accuses opponents of the
agreement of failing to present an
alternative. From Isaacson’s perspective — a view shared by other
opponents of the agreement — Iran
came to the negotiating table with
too much power. With time, he
said, and with more stringent sanctions, Iran’s position would weaken
and it would have been forced to
negotiate from a more compromised position.
“We urge Congress to put pressure on Iran, which needs the deal
more than we do. With time, we can
get a better deal,” said Isaacson.
Such a deal would not include
an arms embargo that ends in
eight years or less, nor allow for
advanced research on uranium enrichment, he explained, even if it
would release Iran’s frozen assets.
“We recognise that under any
deal, Iran will get its frozen assets
back,” Isaacson said. “It’s a lot of
money for a regime that has the
ability to make mischief. We know
Hezbollah is waiting for the money.” Iran has about $100 billion in
frozen assets, according to some US
estimates.
Proponents of the agreement say
it is the best way to stop Iran from
developing a nuclear arsenal and
that the status quo is “unsustainable”.
“Whether this means inching

Opposing the deal. US Senator Charles Schumer gesturing prior to Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu’s address to a joint meeting of Congress last March.
Iran towards a nuclear bomb or going to war, the alternatives to this
deal are unsustainable,” said Nir.
“We believe this deal is the best
way to stop Iran from developing
nuclear weapons. It’s a good deal
for the US and for Israel.”

It’s been an
extremely divisive
issue
Nir acknowledges that Israelis
and Jewish-Americans who oppose
the agreement have a genuine fear
of Iran, “a sworn enemy that in the
past expressed a desire to erase Israel from the face of the map”.
“So they come to it with emotional baggage that has to do with the
Holocaust experience and Netan-

yahu reflects this anxiety — it’s not
just demagoguery,” said Nir.
As for tensions within the American-Jewish community and between the United States and Israel,
Nir said that as Israel moves more
to the right, the two countries’ inherent value systems are increasingly at odds.
“Regardless of the Iranian front,
in many other ways the relationship between the US and Israel has
been strained and the gap between
the two political elites has been
widening over the past years,” said
Nir.
With the Iran agreement almost
certain to move forward (Obama
has vowed to veto any congressional vote against it), opponents face
an embarrassing political defeat.
The White House already has pub-

licly reprimanded Schumer.
Perhaps the American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC), still
among the most powerful lobbies
in Washington, stands to lose most
by rallying behind Netanyahu.
“This will weaken AIPAC,” said
Nir. “AIPAC usually likes to fight a
sure battle. So for AIPAC to launch
one of its biggest fights in history
and then lose, I think it very likely
will hurt it.”
Isaacson, however, says it is
worth the fight, even if the battle is
lost and US-Israeli relations suffer.
“There will be bruised feelings
and it will take time to heal but the
relationship between the two countries is rock solid,” he said.
Rasha Elass is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Washington.

Palestinian-Israeli conflict
comes to the banks of the Seine
The Arab Weekly Staff

Paris

P

artygoers were outnumbered by French police
and media as Paris hosted
an event on the banks of
the Seine to celebrate the
Israeli coastal city of Tel Aviv, one
year after Israel carried out a major
military campaign in Gaza and just
weeks after a deadly arson attack
on a Palestinian village by suspected Jewish extremists resulted in
the death of a baby and his father.

Tel Aviv sur Seine,
celebrated the Israeli
city, splitting French
public opinion

French police partrol the River Seine near banners with
pro-Palestinian messages along the artificial beach at the Paris
event, on August 13th.

The annual Paris-Plages event,
run by the Paris City Hall, creates
a temporary artificial beach along
the Seine. The August 13th event,
Tel Aviv sur Seine, celebrated the
Israeli city, splitting French public
opinion and drawing hundreds of
protesters, as well as hundreds of
riot police, to keep the peace, and
journalists.
While some Parisians sipped
cocktails and danced to Israeli
music on an artificial beach, pro-

testers established an impromptu
“Gaza” beach further along the
Seine, dancing the debke, waving Palestinian flags and chanting
anti-Israeli slogans. Some protesters wore T-shirts with “Vive la Palestine” on the front and “Boycott
Israel” on the back.
The artificial Gaza replica on the
Seine included fake dead bodies,
trying to remind the French public
of the deadly results of the Israeli
shelling of the strip in 2014. Wearing shirts smeared with fake blood,
three protesters lay in the sand as
if dead.
“Tel Aviv sur Seine is souped up
as a cultural thing but it’s a way
of normalising a state that killed
2,500 people, including 500 children this time last year and has
no respect for UN laws,” protester
Warda Ben Saada told Britain’s Independent newspaper.
“How can Paris hold a beach
party after they killed children on
a Gaza beach last year?” she asked.
Those sentiments were repeated
by French non-governmental organisation CAPJPO-EuroPalestine,
which also protested the event.
“This [festival] is part of the Israeli
propaganda to show an Israel that
is different from the bombs, soldiers, checkpoints, etc,” said group
Vice-President Nicolas Shahshahani.

However, Paris Mayor Anne Hidalgo defended the choice of Tel
Aviv, describing the Israeli capital
as a “progressive city” and “the
chief city of opposition in Israel”
in a Le Monde article. She was at
pains to differentiate Tel Aviv the
city from “the Netanyahu government which we condemn”. France
officially recognised Palestinian
statehood in December 2014 and
the Paris government pushed for a
Palestinian statehood resolution at
the United Nations in 2015.
Although French Prime Minister Manuel Valls expressed “total
support” for Tel Aviv sur Seine, the
event split French political ranks.
“We cannot act as if it’s business
as usual (in Tel Aviv) 40 minutes
away from Jerusalem and the occupied territories and say that
Paris will celebrate a certain way
of life, some sort of Copacabanastyle Tel-Aviv, that would not be
decent,” said Eric Coquerel of the
Parti de Gauche.
For Patrick Klugman, the deputy
mayor of Paris in charge of international relations, the French capital
remains neutral in the PalestinianIsraeli conflict. “At the end of the
month, we will be hosting a Palestinian orchestra.
Paris will continue to make gestures in favour of both Israel and
Palestine,” he said.
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US war of words over Iran

Bare-knuckled brawl between Obama and Republicans escalates
Gregory Aftandilian

Washington

T

he partisan rhetoric between
US
President
Barack Obama and his
Republican opponents on
the Iran nuclear deal has
reached such a pitch that it is highly
unlikely the two sides will cooperate on foreign policy issues for the
remainder of Obama’s term.
Obama asserts that the Iran nuclear deal is the best he could have
gotten and has dismissed as “fantasy” the idea put forward by some
Republicans that the United States
should walk away from the agreement, strike a better accord down
the road and hold the international
community together by enforcing
sanctions.
Obama’s early August speech at
American University in Washington was noted by political observers, not for its lofty goals but for its
sharp attack on Republican critics.
He said Iranian hardliners are “making common cause with the Republican caucus” in Congress.
Obama did not back down from
this statement in an interview he
gave to CNN’s Fareed Zakaria. In
fact, he said this comment was “absolutely true factually”.

Obama seems
especially angered
by the comparison
made by some
Republicans that the
deal is another
“Munich”
What has particularly irked
Obama was that Republicans attacked the Iran nuclear deal “even
before they read it”. The opposition,
Obama says, is making arguments
against the deal purely for partisan
reasons but the deal is strong on “its
merits”.

As a student of history, Obama
seems especially angered by the
comparison made by some Republicans that the deal is another “Munich” — a reference to when Britain
and France appeased Hitler in his
demands to take over Czechoslovakia’s Sudetenland in 1938, which
only further fed Hitler’s appetite for
conquest.

McCain said that
Obama “was
carrying on the
finest traditions of
Neville
Chamberlain”
Even Senator John McCain, RAriz., Obama’s opponent for the
presidency in 2008 and not normally an extremist, made this reference. Obama, McCain said, “was
carrying on the finest traditions
of Neville Chamberlain”, Britian’s
prime minister in 1938.
Not to be outdone, all of the Republican presidential candidates
have denounced the Iran deal. Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker said
he would “tear it up”, while former
Arkansas governor Mike Huckabee
accused Obama of marching Jews
“to the door of the oven” — an insidious reference to the Holocaust
and playing to Jewish-American
fears of Iran’s threats against Israel.
Senate Majority Leader Mitch
McConnell, R-Ky., tried to take the
high road by stating that Obama’s
rhetoric “is not helpful” but went
on to accuse the president of treating the Iran issue “like a political
campaign”. McConnell has also not
pressured his fellow Republicans
to tone down their rhetoric.
Some Obama supporters, such as
columnist E.J. Dionne, have written that it is useless for Obama to
try to reach out to Republicans because “friendly gestures won’t win
over those determined to block his
policies”. Other Obama supporters,
such as columnist Ruth Marcus of
the Washington Post, have writ-

Tough words. US President Barack Obama pauses during remarks on a nuclear deal with Iran at American University in Washington August 5, 2015.
ten that it is a mistake for Obama
to dismiss his Iran critics because
some of them have real concerns
that the president does not believe
are legitimate.
Even US Secretary of State John
Kerry, who negotiated the deal,
tried to soften the administration’s
rhetoric by stating on August 11th:
“I’m not saying that anyone is…
being a warmonger” for opposing
the Iran deal but “what I am saying is people owe it to everybody
to evaluate fully what happens if
Congress were to override a veto
and say no.”
But in his American University
speech, Obama said “the choice we
face is ultimately between diplomacy and some sort of war”, which
he has also not backed away from.
Obama knows that the Iran deal

is not popular with the American
people but he also knows that the
American people do not want to go
to war with Iran. Hence, he seems
to believe that portraying the issue as an either/or proposition
is his best selling point, which McConnell has criticised as “ridiculous”.
Although prominent Democratic
Senator Chuck Schumer, from New
York, (in line to replace Harry Reid
as leader of the Senate Democrats)
has come out against the Iran deal,
the White House is confident it can
muster enough support among
Democrats to prevent a veto-proof,
two-thirds majority from coalescing in Congress against the deal.
While Obama will likely win this
fight with Congress, relations between the executive and legisla-

tive branches are so poor that it is
highly doubtful that Congress will
cooperate with the White House on
any new foreign policy initiative
for the remainder of Obama’s term.
From Obama’s perspective, as
he stated at American University,
“some of it can be ascribed to kneejerk partisanship that has become
all too familiar, rhetoric that renders every decision to be a disaster,
a surrender”. But if Obama can secure the Iran deal — his major foreign policy success — that may be
enough to satisfy him and assure
his legacy.
Gregory Aftandilian is an associate
of the Middle East Center at the
University of MassachusettsLowell and is a former US State
Department Middle East analyst.

Iraq war inquiry delays anger victims’ relatives
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

I

mpatience with delays in the
publication of the Chilcot inquiry into the 2003 Iraq war
and demands for even a date
when the report might be released mounted after lawyers representing families of Britons killed
in the conflict and its bloody after-

math threatened legal action.
A lawyer, representing 27 families, gave inquiry officials until the
end of August to announce a publication date in 2015 or they would
take the issue to London’s high
court.
“There have been outrageous delays to date and it seems as though
those delays would simply be interminable. The families are not content to simply wait forever for the
inquiry to give a publication date

and if [Sir John] Chilcot does not
impose a timetable… they will be
seeking judicial redress,” Matthew
Jury, the lawyer representing the
families, said in comments to BBC
radio.
Launched June 15th, 2009, and
led by Chilcot, a former senior civil
servant, the inquiry aims to identify lessons that can be learnt from
the Iraq conflict. More than six
years later and having spent more
than $15 million, there is no end

John Chilcot, the head of the inquiry into the Iraq war, answering questions from the Foreign Affairs
select committee in the Houses of Parliament, last February.

in sight, largely due to a process
known as “Maxwellisation”, which
involves notifying individuals who
face criticism and giving them an
opportunity to rebut the findings of
the report before it is published.
While many responses have been
received and incorporated into the
report, others remain in limbo. “It
is now essential that the remaining
responses are received so that the
process can be completed,” Chilcot
wrote to British Prime Minister David Cameron on June 15th.
“[We] intend to complete our
tasks as quickly as possible in accordance with the processes necessary to ensure we deliver a report
which will do justice to the gravity
of the issues we have been examining,” Chilcot added, without specifying a time frame for the report’s
publication.
Responding to Chilcot’s letter,
Cameron wrote that he was “disappointed” by the delays, adding that
both the British public and government were “fast losing patience”.
The British prime minister said
he was “immensely frustrated” by
the delays in the report’s publication, calling on Chilcot to “get on
with it”.
“As soon as ‘Maxwellisation’ is
completed, I expect to receive an
update from you on the timescale
for the urgent completion of your
inquiry,” Cameron said.
The “Maxwellisation” process,
named after a case involving media magnate Robert Maxwell, has
come in for criticism, particularly
given that it is not required by law.
The inquiry has received testimony

from about 150 individuals, including approximately 30 ministers, officials and military officers, such
as former prime minister Tony Blair
and former foreign secretary Jack
Straw, among others. Chilcot has
refused to reveal how many have
been given the opportunity to rebut the findings of the report. Both
Blair and Straw have strongly denied being the reason for the delay.

More than six years
later and having
spent more than $15
million, there is no
end in sight
A number of other senior British
political figures have called for the
Chilcot inquiry to publish its report
sooner rather than later. Labour
leadership contender and Shadow
Home Secretary Yvette Cooper
asked parliament to pass a motion
demanding the publication of the
report before the end of the year.
“What Sir John (Chilcot) doesn’t
understand is the strength of feeling among the bereaved. We want
closure on this. It has to be done
fair. It has to be done right but he’s
had time enough now,” said Reg
Keys, whose son Tom was killed in
Iraq in 2003.
The Iraq inquiry looks at the period from the summer of 2001 to
the end of July 2009, embracing the
run-up to the conflict in Iraq, the
military action and its aftermath.
Mahmud el-Shafey is an Arab
Weekly correspondent in London.
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Emirates’
Dubai-to-Panama
City route to be
world’s longest
The Middle East’s biggest airline
will soon be operating the world’s
longest commercial flight. Emirates announced plans to begin daily
roundtrip flights between its Dubai
hub and Panama City, its first destination in Central America.
It says the 17-hour, 35-minute
flight when heading west will be
the longest anywhere. Flights are
scheduled to begin February 1, 2016.
Australia’s Qantas operates the
world’s current longest flight, from
Dallas to Sydney, which takes just
less than 17 hours. Emirates is
backed by the government of Dubai
and has expanded rapidly by routing
international transit passengers and
cargo through its hub in the Gulf
commercial centre.
(The Associated Press)

Flydubai has a fleet of 49 Boeing 737-800 NG aircraft.

Qatar to launch
major labour
reform

UAE budget airlines setting
the pace in region
Krishna Kumar

Dubai

A

ir travel in the Gulf has
seen tremendous growth
after the dramatic takeoff of low-cost UAE carriers Sharjah-based Air
Arabia, in 2004, and flydubai, in
2009.
The budget airlines, which initially served cities in the Middle East
and North Africa, have expanded
service to dozens of destinations in
Europe, Africa and Asia, grabbing a
significant chunk of the market.
A decade after beginning operations, Air Arabia flies to more
than 115 destinations, including 15
routes launched in the first half of
2015, with a fleet of 44 new Airbus
A320 aircraft.

Flydubai operates a
fleet of 49 new
Next-Generation
Boeing 737-800
aircraft
“Constant innovation has been
a particular feature of Air Arabia’s
success over the past decade in
such a highly competitive industry,” says Adel Ali, group chief executive officer (CEO) of Air Arabia.
“In January 2015, we became the
first low-cost airline from the Middle East and Africa to enter the Chinese market. The launch of regular
non-stop services to Urumqi in

western China was a major move
for Air Arabia and an important
step in strengthening connectivity
between the rapidly growing economies of the Middle East and Asia.”
Air Arabia operates from five bases — Sharjah and Ras al-Khaimah
in the United Arab Emirates, Alexandria in Egypt, Casablanca in Morocco and Amman in Jordan. The
airline’s business model is based
on a single aircraft type, the Airbus A320, serving destinations that
are within a five-hour flying radius
from the hubs.
While European budget airlines
mostly operate on routes of around
two-hour flying distance, the UAE’s
counterparts reach out to further
destinations and second-tier cities.
“If you look at the Air Arabia
route map, you will see an incredible array of destinations in the
Middle East, Africa, Europe, the Indian subcontinent and Asia that can
all be reached directly from one of
our hubs,” said Ali. “Our approach
of using strategic hubs around the
region enables us to maximise the
range of our A320 fleet and extend
our route network.”
Early in 2015, Air Arabia bought
a 49% stake in Jordan’s Petra Airlines, since relaunched as Air Arabia Jordan, opening the possibility
of tapping into Jordan’s open-skies
pact with Europe.
Ali explained that Air Arabia Jordan is a Jordanian carrier that was
established to provide direct service from Queen Alia International
Airport in Amman to a range of destinations, including Europe.

Air Arabia operates a fleet of 44 Airbus A320 aircraft.

When it began operations six
years ago, flydubai’s motto was “to
take more people, to more places,
more often.” The airline flies to
more than 94 destinations. It carried an estimated 7.25 million passengers in 2014, according to CEO
Ghaith Al Ghaith.
“We operate over 1,500 flights per
week across a network of 94 destinations, which includes 59 routes
that did not previously have direct
air links to Dubai. Our extensive
network provides connectivity for
business and leisure travel across
the Middle East, GCC [Gulf Cooperation Council], Africa, Central Asia,
Eastern Europe and the Indian subcontinent,” Al Ghaith said.

Air Arabia flies to
more than 115
destinations
Flydubai operates a fleet of 49
new Next-Generation Boeing 737800 aircraft with another to be delivered later in 2015.
Both airlines have the youngest
fleets in the industry and the latest
in their category, which helps them
maximise operational efficiency,
aircraft servicing and staff training.
Two years ago, flydubai created
waves by launching a business class
on selected routes, changing the
conventions of budget air travel. At
the end of 2014, business class was
offered on 70% of its routes.
“Before 2015 is over, we will be
able to offer business class as a
consistent product throughout our

network. Last year, we opened the
business class lounge at Terminal 2
at Dubai International Airport,” Al
Ghaith added.
Low-cost airlines need not be
synonymous with lower service.
Budget carriers could be 15-20%
cheaper than regular airlines during off-season periods but offer the
best value for money. A round-trip
Dubai-Beirut-Dubai, for instance,
costs an average of $303 on budget
airlines compared to $504 on regular carriers.
“We don’t believe that the term
‘low-cost’ reflects who we are when
you consider the level and range
of services that we offer, our route
network and connectivity. We run
our business efficiently but our
product offering goes beyond what
you would expect from a low-cost
carrier and we know that we exceed
our passengers’ expectations in our
onboard experience,” Al Ghaith
said.
Experts acknowledge the pioneering role of the carriers in revolutionising budget air travel.
“Flydubai has mastered the art
of competitive innovation with the
introduction of both a major cargo
operation and the launch of a dedicated business-class product,” said
Saj Ahmad, chief analyst at Strategic Aero Research, a London-based
aviation consultancy.
“They dominate proceedings in
the GCC region and are unlikely to
be threatened at all by any action or
movements made by regional competitors like Kuwait-based Jazeera
Airways or Saudi-based flynas or
anyone else,” he said.
Premjit Bhangara, general manager of Dubai-based Sharaf Travel
Services, commented: “What these
two airlines did was to offer pointto-point airfares that were cheap
and affordable to both the expat
worker segment as well as the corporate and leisure traveller.
“Overnight destinations like Istanbul, Kiev, Odessa, Bucharest,
Cairo, Baku, Amman, Beirut and
a host of cities in the Indian subcontinent became affordable to the
budget traveller and also brought in
a lot of inbound travel into the UAE,
benefiting the retail and other sectors immensely.”
Profits made by the two airlines,
with Air Arabia achieving $65 million so far in 2015, and flydubai $68
million in 2014, attest to their big
success.

Qatar officially launched “significant” labour reforms to guarantee
migrant workers’ wages but rights
groups expressed concern over implementation of the new regulations. The Wage Protection System
(WPS) aims to ensure that migrant
labourers, many working on 2022
World Cup-related projects, will receive pay on time. Under the new
system, workers will be paid either
twice a month or monthly with wages electronically transferred directly
to bank accounts.
A 2013 academic study concluded
that around one-fifth of migrant
workers were “sometimes, rarely or
never” paid on time.
Companies that fail to pay staff
on time could be fined $1,650, be
banned from recruiting new staff
and company officials sent to jail.
The WPS is being overseen by the
Labour Ministry, which has previously pointed to its introduction as
proof of Qatar’s commitment to labour reform.
(Agence France-Presse)

Iraqi Kurdistan
says pipeline
sabotage cost $501
million
Repeated sabotage by “organised gangs” of the oil pipeline from
northern Iraq to Turkey has cost the
autonomous Kurdistan region $501
million since July 1st, its Ministry of
Natural Resources said.
Oil flow was suspended due to a
theft attempt on the pipeline, which
runs to the Turkish port of Ceyhan
from fields in Iraq’s Kurdish north
and Kirkuk. The pipeline was left
idle for a week after being damaged in late July after Turkey began
bombing Kurdistan Workers’s Party
(PKK) positions in northern Iraq.
The PKK denied the attack had
been ordered by its leadership and
said it would not target the pipeline.
Although both Kurdish, the PKK
has a strained relationship with the
autonomous region, which has cultivated close ties with Turkey, particularly in the energy sector.
Lost revenue from July 1st to
August 17th amounted to $251 million, the ministry said, “in addition
to $250 million damage to Kurdistan Regional Government finances
caused by the explosion on the pipeline at the end of July”.
(Reuters)
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Will Riyadh
be next to scrap
oil subsidies?
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

S

peculation is rampant in
the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) about the necessity of oil price reform amid
dwindling revenues due to
low prices.
Recently, with the United Arab
Emirates becoming the first member of the oil-rich region to scrap
transport fuel subsidies, the question is no longer if but when will
rest of GCC follow suit?
As of the start of August, the
UAE removed fuel subsidies and
made the price of petrol and diesel
variable in line with average global
prices. This move, which saw petrol prices rise 30% the first day, is
viewed as daring but necessary.

Analysts see
numerous
motivations for the
removal of Saudi oil
subsidies
However, it affects UAE, where
the total population is about 90%
expatriate, differently than other
Gulf states. Saudi Arabia, for example, has a foreign national population estimated at about 30%, with
a total population more than three
times that of the UAE.
A debate is raging in the Saudi

media and beyond regarding the
likelihood of the government easing oil subsidies, with analysts perceiving it as necessary bitter medicine. Bahrain, Oman and Kuwait
are considering oil subsidy reforms.
In the last year, global oil prices
have fallen to about $49 a barrel, a
stark contrast to June 2014 when
prices peaked at $115 dollars a barrel.
The International Monetary
Fund (IMF) estimated that energyrelated subsidies would reach $5.3
trillion in 2015, with the UAE estimated to spend about $29 billion
and Saudi Arabia set to provide
$106.6 billion. In terms of subsidies
per capita, Qatar offers the most at
$5,995 per person.
The IMF predicts that because
of falling oil prices, GCC states are
expected to lose an estimated $380
billion in export revenues.
With regards to Saudi Arabia, the
oil powerhouse’s daily output is
estimated to be around 10 million
barrels per day (bpd), with onefifth of that going to the local market at prices below the cost of production. This hits the kingdom’s
economy in two ways: It is selling a
commodity below cost in the local
market and is losing 2 million barrels of potential exports.
If this trend continues, Saudi
Arabia could find itself importing
oil for local consumption because
of the kingdom’s ever-growing demand for energy.
Saudi Arabia’s strategy in con-

An employee fills a container with diesel at a gas station in Riyadh.
tinuing to pump record amounts of
oil is an effort to defend its market
share against high-cost oil from
Russia, Canada and the United
States. Other factors are politically
motivated, such as neutralising
Russia and Iran, particularly for
their support of Syrian President
Bashar Assad.
The dramatic fall of the Russian
rouble is not only attributed to European and US sanctions but also to
a drop in income as a result of low
oil prices.
With the lifting of economic
sanctions on Iran in the near future, the likelihood of a drop in
Saudi oil production is minimal.
Analysts see numerous motivations for the removal of Saudi oil
subsidies, according to Saudi economic and oil consultant Moham-

mad al-Sabban, “We tried to taper
off demand by introducing some
energy efficiency measures but
that will not be sufficient.
What we need is a change in price
that reflects the value of energy
in order for the Saudi national to
adapt to lower consumption of energy,” he said.
Sabban went on to say that the
kingdom is facing a period of low
oil revenues and the burden of fuel
subsidies is more than $53 billion
annually, so, if the kingdom continues at this rate without trying
to rationalise the subsidies and trying to remove them gradually, this
represents a heavy burden on the
Saudi budget.
“It is very essential and crucial
for any new investment in Saudi
Arabia domestically to diversify

energy resources including solar
energy. The electricity tariffs need
to reflect the cost, so if you are selling it below the cost that will add
to the burden being carried by the
government,” he added.
Sabban said the removal of oil
subsidies is not a new concept but
has been under advisement for
years.
“Now it [is] a matter of necessity,” he said. “Demand for energy
domestically is growing at a rate
of 7% to 8% annually, and if we
continue at this pace, that means
that gradually our oil exports will
be reduced and that will affect the
future revenue of Saudi Arabia.
One of the studies predicts that
Saudi Arabia could become an oil
importer by 2030 if it continues at
this rate.”

Clouds over Lebanon’s banking sector
Abdel-Rahman Ayas

Beirut

L

ebanon’s banks, which
hold much of the government’s debt and help keep
the country’s economy
going, are starting to feel
the brunt of political instability at
home and the continued fallout
from Syria’s war. At least that is
what Moody’s warns, although the
banks seem confident about their
resilience.
“Despite signs of stabilisation
in the economy, including a slight
rebound in tourism and a net positive impact from low oil prices and
the depreciation of the euro, the
subdued operating environment
will continue to weigh on Lebanese
banks’ performance over the next
12-18 months,” Moody’s Investors
Service said in a report published on
July 30th.

Lebanon’s banks are
starting to feel the
brunt of political
instability at home
and the continued
fallout from Syria’s
war
As a result, the rating agency’s
outlook on Lebanon’s banking system remains negative.
“Despite signs of stabilisation in
certain sectors of the economy, GDP
[gross domestic product] growth
will remain subdued, as political uncertainty will hinder private investment and impair the government’s
ability to enact structural reforms,”
according to the rating agency,
which projects real GDP growth will
pick up in 2015 to 2.5%, compared
with 2% in 2014, but will remain at
less than historical trends.
Moody’s also expects Lebanon’s

government to continue to rely on
the domestic banking sector for financing, while weakening in real
estate and construction. Softening housing prices could lead to renewed asset-quality pressure.
In the meantime, Lebanon’s
banks seem confident. “Lebanon’s
banking system has proven to be resilient enough to fend off any trouble,” a leading banking source told
The Arab Weekly, recalling “harder
times” during the 1975-90 civil war
and rounds of war with Israel in the
1990s.
“We don’t see in Moody’s report
anything too worrying but we’re
continuing to pressure the political elite to speed up the promulgation of much-needed legislative reforms,” the source said, speaking on
condition of anonymity. The Association of Banks in Lebanon called on
parliament to ratify three draft laws,
approved by the cabinet three years
ago, to combat money laundering. It
also called for approving Lebanon’s
adherence to the UN 1999 International Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism.
Legislative work is in practical
paralysis due to political tug-of-war
over how parliament and the cabinet should operate while the president’s post remains vacant. Due to
a lack of political agreement since
former president Michel Suleiman’s
term ended in May 2014, parliament
has failed to elect a successor.
“Moody’s is a respectful rating
agency. Their analysis of the situation in Lebanon is sound and acceptable,” Thoukaa Khalidi, a Beirut-based business analyst, said.
“Heavy reliance on the banking
sector to finance government debt
has been the subject of criticism for
a long time because it crowds out
lending to the private sector and
encourages more government borrowing.”
“Though their rating of the banking sector continues to be negative
— they are usually very strict — due

3-4% on an annualised basis while
deposits were growing at 6-7% in
2015, according to Salameh, who
said internal factors had also affected the economy, which he said
would record 0-2% growth in 2015.
Lebanon’s GDP growth was about
2% in 2014, according to an International Monetary Fund (IMF) report
in June, which predicted a similar
level for 2015.

Turmoil in Syria has
hit Lebanon
especially hard

Feeling the brunt of regional instability.
to the political pressure and the
heavy reliance on bank deposits to
finance government debt, they are
admitting that the banks are applying internationally agreed rules and
standards, such as Basel III,” Khalidi
said. Lebanon is planning to issue a
US dollar-denominated bond in 2015
to raise up to $1.5 billion, the central
bank governor said August 7th, welcoming a move that would avoid the
government using foreign reserves
to repay debt.
Bank of Lebanon Governor Riad
Salameh said he expected Lebanon
would issue an economic stimulus
package in 2016 worth about $1 billion because the political and secu-

rity situation in the region is hampering Lebanon’s ability to generate
growth.
Lebanon issued its largest US dollar-denominated Eurobond in February, raising $2.2 billion. The war
in Syria has hurt Lebanon’s exports,
Salameh told Reuters, while conflict
in the wider region as well as lower
oil prices had driven down demand
for consumption and investment.
Turmoil in Syria has hit Lebanon
especially hard. The violence since
2011 has driven more than 1 million
refugees into the country of only 4.5
million, increasing the burden on its
already shaky infrastructure.
Credit was growing at a rate of

Over the short term, authorities
should look beyond the temporary
effects of lower oil prices and deliver
a credible policy mix with sustained
adjustment and a falling public debt
ratio, the IMF said.
The price of gasoline and fuel
oil in Lebanon fell more than 40%
in 2014, thanks to a sharp drop in
oil prices on international markets.
This decline significantly reduced
allocations to state-owned Electricity of Lebanon, allowing the Finance
Ministry to reduce the budget deficit
in 2014.
Relying on data from the 200411 period and supplemented with
projections for more recent years,
a World Bank report issued in July
laments that Lebanon’s political
development since independence,
which was influenced by its evolving confessional system, is impeding the rise of more effective governance mechanisms.
In the case of electricity, the cumulative cost of the company’s
transfers from 1992 to 2013 stood at
a “staggering 55.4% of 2013 GDP”,
which placed “Lebanon’s public
debt-to-GDP ratio at 143.1%,” the
World Bank said. The country’s
debt-to-GDP ratio would have been
87.8%, instead of 143.1%, if this one
problem was resolved, it said.
Abdel-Rahman Ayas is a
Beirut-based business writer.
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Dr Nic Isse, plastic surgeon, The American Surgecenter.

(The American Surgecenter)

Dubai becomes cosmetic surgery hub
Mini S. Menon

Dubai

N

ot so long ago, a UAEbased newspaper carried an article about
how plastic surgeons in
Dubai expected a surge
in business around the festive season. The reason, according to a
plastic surgery consultant, could
vary from a dress or suit that did
not fit to a New Year’s resolution to
look better.

But gone are the days when such
resolutions were about diet and
exercise, or even a new wardrobe.
Now it is about mammoplasty, rhinoplasty, liposuction, facelift, brow
lift, tummy tuck and cheek and
chin implants.
And Dubai seems to be Middle
East’s favoured centre stage where
such magic is performed on a regular basis, with people flying in from
around the world in search of a
sculpted body and perfect face.
Dubai, which takes medical tourism prospects seriously, is evolving
into the region’s hub for cosmetic

surgery. “Dubai is not turning into
a plastic surgery hub — it already is
and has many high-standard hospitals,” says Dr Mendhy Khan, chairman of the American British Surgical & Medical Centre (ABSAMC).
“Dubai is a safe, accessible and
perfect location for top-quality
plastic surgery, attracting some
of the best medical talent in the
world. From a security perspective,
there is nowhere in the Middle East
like Dubai.”
Dubai boasts of a high concentration of plastic surgeons, including some of the most recognisable
names in the field. ABSAMC’s Dr
Jason Diamond, a Beverly Hills, Calif., plastic surgeon and television
personality, is among the many
celebrity surgeons practising in
Dubai.
Asked why he started a Dubai
practice, Diamond said: “I had the
vision of bringing the best America
has to offer to Dubai, as I was well
aware from all of my (Gulf Cooperation Council) patients that they
want the best of everything the
world has to offer.”
Patients include the local and
expat population of Dubai and the
rest of the Middle East and Europe.
While royalty, film stars, business
leaders and politicians form one
end of the spectrum of clientele
seeking cosmetic enhancements,
there are also people from other
walks of life who save up for a
“lunchtime” surgery that is effective in terms of cost and time.

The average cost of
plastic surgery is
$5,000-$50,000,
depending on the
procedure

Female face before plastic surgery operation.

An interesting trend is that the
male population in the United Arab
Emirates is turning to plastic surgery. The Emirates Medical Association says 47% of the number of
people who had cosmetic surgery
in 2014 were men, which translates

to an approximate $82 million expenditure on various procedures,
including liposuction, rhinoplasty
and face lifts.
What makes even timid souls,
who shy away at the thought of a
hospital visit, go under the scalpel
for a plastic surgery? There is no
simple answer — unless one considers the quest for a positive selfimage a simple one.

47%

of the number of
people who had
cosmetic surgery
in 2014 were men
“People opt for plastic surgery
for many different reasons but the
most significant would be to correct a problem that affects their
self-esteem. It may be a genetic
deformity, such a large unattractive
nose or weak chin and fat neck, or
an age-related issue such as sagging
skin. The problem may also be an
acquired one, such as a nose deformed by an accident,” Diamond
said.
“In any and all of these cases, the
person in question may have a low
self-esteem because of their appearance and the only way to correct this is to have the appropriate
plastic surgery done.
“The situation is not different
from that of a person who feels that
they are out of shape, and goes to
the gym to make themselves look
better. The difference is that the
only way to improve facial appearance is to have surgery.
Exercises will not correct these
problems.”
Dr Nic Isse, plastic surgeon at the
American Surgecenter in Abu Dhabi, says recent breakthroughs and
cutting edge-technologies, such as
endoscopy, also trigger the popularity of cosmetic surgery.
“The biggest benefits (of such

procedures) are reduced or no scarring because there will be less conspicuous incisions and, in many
cases, shorter recovery times,” Isse
explained.
The average cost of plastic surgery is $5,000-$50,000, depending
on the procedure. As such surgeries
are optional, they are generally not
covered by insurance. However,
many clinics offer payment plans to
make the costs easier for patients to
deal with.
A market this lucrative cannot
but attract its share of wolves. Stories abound of “non-doctors” working from private homes and offices,
offering Botox injections and other
procedures for a fraction of regular
charges.
The results are at times disastrous, with patients sometimes
ending up with deformities and diseases. There have been instances of
patients suffering life-threatening
infections after liposuction, including a young Indian actor who died
recently in New York.
This makes it vital that thorough
research is done on the procedure
and the doctor who is to perform it
before a person submits to the scalpel.

Plastic surgery is
here to stay and
Dubai is where it is
thriving
However, plastic surgery is here
to stay and Dubai is where it is thriving. With reports of annual spending on cosmetic surgery reaching
$130 million in Dubai, it is clear that
considerations of cost are not likely
to stem the inflow of patients who
seek to better their self-image.
After all, as Khan says, “From
a security perspective there is
nowhere in the Middle East like
Dubai.”
Mini S. Menon is a Dubai-based
journalist who contributes to The
Arab Weekly.
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Egypt gains ground in fight against hepatitis C
Amr Emam

Cairo

E

gypt, which had some of
the highest rates of hepatitis C in the world, is making noticeable progress in
the eradication of the infectious, blood-borne disease.
Where worldwide rates are 2-3%,
Egypt had a 10% hepatitis C prevalence rate in 2008 but by 2015 has
managed to bring the rate down to
4.4%, a major accomplishment applauded by the World Health Organisation (WHO). This year, the organisation selected Egypt as the site
of its virus prevention campaign.
Hepatitis C is a disease that primarily affects the liver and can
cause cirrhosis and liver failure or
other diseases that can be fatal.
A series of measures by health authorities was credited with lowering
the number of infections, health experts say.
“These measures include the
launch of massive awareness and
prevention campaigns across the
country and also stemming the infection tide at its source, namely
hospitals and clinics,” Dr Wahid
Doss, the head of the state-run National Hepatitis C Committee, told
The Arab Weekly.

Health authorities
are applying new
prevention measures
at hospitals
Health authorities are applying
new prevention measures at hospitals, including stressing sterilisation
of medical equipment and the use
of a new type of self-destructing syringes to force safer injection practices.
Hepatitis C is the story of a government effort to treat another dis-

ease, an effort that backfired, shattering the lives of tens of millions of
Egyptians over the years.
The virus emerged in Egypt decades ago when the government applied measures to eradicate snail
fever, a disease caused by Schistosoma parasitic worms, which infect
the urinary tract and intestines.

20%
of the country’s
population are
infected with
hepatitis C
To fight that health battle, medical practitioners reused glass syringes several times, unknowingly
transmitting hepatitis C infection to
hundreds of thousands of people,
creating an endemic that continues
in Egypt.
In May, Egyptian Health Minister
Adel al-Adawi estimated that 15 million Egyptians – nearly 20% of the
country’s population – were infected with hepatitis C.
Other estimates put the number
of people killed by the blood-borne
disease at 40,000 each year and
new infections at 160,000. At least
one in every ten Egyptians between
the ages of 15 to 59 is infected, according to the WHO.
Part of the problem, according to
Doss, is that hepatitis C symptoms
can take a long time to show.
“Most virus sufferers do not know
they are infected as they often do
not have symptoms until they develop serious liver disease, which
can be years later,” he said.
Doss’s committee prepared a
nationwide prevention campaign
against the virus at traditional hotspots, including barber’s shops,
dentistry clinics and labs, tens of

Egyptian health officials taking requests for free treatment for hepatitis C in Cairo.
thousands scattered across the
country.
Together with government-level
efforts to bring down infection
rates, the public-driven measures
aim at achieving the government’s
goal of eradicating hepatitis C in
Egypt by 2018.
Some experts, however, cast
doubt on Egypt’s ability to meet
that target.
They say that, although the government is making intensive efforts
to eradicate the virus and usher in
necessary medicines, virus eradication will not be possible within ten
years.
“You cannot eradicate a disease
by merely focusing on treatment
and neglecting prevention,” leading
liver disease specialist Mohamed

Afifi said. “Together with treating
people carrying the virus already,
you have to prevent other people
from joining the long line of patients.”
Like-minded experts say despite
the fact that health authorities try
to spread awareness among medical
practitioners and the general public, dentistry clinics and barbers’
shops continue to be main sources
of infection.
Nevertheless,
Egypt
gained
ground in its fight against hepatitis
C in July when it reached an agreement to access new oral hepatitis
C treatments that promise higher
cure rates at significantly reduced
cost.
This is less than a year after the
treatments, which are less toxic and

have fewer side effects than existing
medications, were cleared by the US
Food and Drug Administration for
the US market.
Tens of thousands of hepatitis C
sufferers are applying to receive the
new treatments, which are available
at drugstores across the country.
The government is offering them
for free for people who cannot pay.
Together with prevention campaigns, the availability of the oral
treatments might explain the reduction in virus prevalence rates in
recent months.
Some 193,000 people applied to
receive the free oral treatments in
recent months, according to Health
spokesman Hossam Abdel Ghaffar,
who added that 90% of those people have already been treated.

Jordan bans use of firearms in public
but people are still shooting
Roufan Nahhas

Amman

S

amer Khalidi, 17, was hit by
a bullet in the head at the
end of July while attending a wedding party in the
northern city of Ramtha.
He died instantly. No one expected
that the wedding would turn into a
funeral, especially when the person
who fired a gun into the air was the
groom, who ended up in jail.
In Kerak, south of Amman, a bride
was hospitalised in May after she
was seriously wounded in the forearm by a stray bullet in her outdoor
wedding reception.
Khalidi and the bride are among
scores of victims of festive firing of
weapons in Jordan, which is also a
practice in many other countries.
In Iraq, thousands of hooligans
throng streets firing guns into the air
when their national football team
wins. In Saudi Arabia, a heavily
armed population fires in celebration of weddings and occasions such
as a relative earning a high school
diploma.
The worst is possibly Yemen,
where tribesmen are all armed. The
most common weapons for the Yemenis are the assault rifles along with
the dagger, which is part of Yemen’s
traditional costume. When a dispute
flares, even among friends, they often randomly fire into the air in rage.
Firing guns in Lebanon is a common practice to celebrate any occasion, whether a wedding, earning a
high school diploma or even when
a political leader delivers a speech
on television. Falling bullets often
break windows but can also cause

injury or death. In 2015, a Lebanese
bride celebrated her wedding by
firing a gun into the air before she
rushed to the dance floor — an unusual practice for Lebanese women.
In Jordan, firing a weapon is common in both celebrations as well as
in family feuds to insinuate machismo. In the Jordan valley, tribesmen
block streets and fire in residential
neighbourhoods inhabited by civilians if two clans are quarrelling.
Hanna Jwaihat, a 63-year-old retired teacher, told The Arab Weekly
that gunfire in public is an “irresponsible act by irresponsible people”.

The authorities
should do more to
stop this nonsense
“The authorities should do more
to stop this nonsense, which is endangering people’s lives,” she said.
Jordanian law stipulates a prison
term of seven years for those found
in possession of a firearm without
a licence but the law, observed to a
certain extent in Amman, is rarely
enforced in outlying villages.
In all cases, the law is strictest in
situations that pertain to militants
and saboteurs stockpiling weapons
to destabilise the country. The law
penalises those who fire a gun in
public with a prison term of up to
three years. Some Jordanians opt for
fireworks along with firearms. When
police arrive to investigate, firearms
are replaced with fireworks.
If a firing incident takes place at
a wedding and police prove it, the
celebration can be forcibly stopped
until the shooter surrenders to authorities. Ziad Twairesh, 43, a shop

owner from Madaba in central Jordan, said it is common to see guns
in weddings. “I used it a couple of
times and no one was hurt,” he admitted with a smile.
“People do it for fun.”
A 2104 study by the Jordanian
Society for Political Science determined there are about 350,000 firearms in Jordan.” The study estimated that in 2013, 21 people died from
guns being fired into the air.
Popular firearms include .45- and
.36-calibre weapons, US-made M16s and Russian-made Kalashnikov
assault rifles.
In 2014, citizens of Ramtha kicked
off a campaign, entitled “Do Not
Kill My Happiness”, in which they
agreed to stop firing weapons during
weddings and other celebrations.
“I remember we had several
campaigns that called for a complete halt of this danger but people
still do it and they will keep doing
it until many more innocent people are killed,” Amman accountant
Montaser Sbaihi, 35, said.
“Some people will walk the extra
mile and ask their guests not to use
guns in their wedding. It happened
in Amman where a groom put a big
sign asking people not to fire guns.”
In 2010, Jordanian King Abdullah
II addressed the practice after two
people were killed and 13 others
wounded in heavy public shooting
when results for the high school diploma were announced. Abdullah
formed a committee of high-ranking
security officials to map out stricter
measures against violators. Jordan’s
clergy warned that Islam bans harming other Muslims. But the shooting
did not stop and victims of festive
firing remain frequent headline in
Jordanian newspapers.

(Photo: Nader Daoud)
A Jordanian man fires in the air at a wedding celebration.
Recently, the Public Security Department launched an initiative entitled “Do not Kill with Your Happiness” to raise awareness about the
hazards of firing guns in public.
“This trend is deep-rooted in our
culture whereby tribesmen roaming
the desert alone used to carry guns
to defend themselves against wild
animals,” said Abu Mahmoud, 45,

who declined to be identified further.
Psychologist Hussein Khuzaei
called for boycotting events in
which firearms are used.
“It’s simple, just don’t go,” he said.
Roufan Nahhas, based in Jordan,
has been covering cultural issues in
Jordan for more than two decades.
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Al-Arab
newspaper celebrates
th
10,000 issue
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

A

l-Arab newspaper, sister
publication of The Arab
Weekly, celebrated its
10,000th issue on August
7th, more than 38 years
after its initial publication on June
1st, 1977.
Al-Arab, the first pan-Arab daily
newspaper published from London,
was launched by former Libyan Information Minister Ahmad Al Salhin al-Houni. The newspaper was
followed in the British capital by
other Arabic-language media, such
as Asharq Al-Awsat, Al-Hayat and
Al-Quds Al-Arabi, but Al-Arab was
the first.
“The Al-Arab newspaper project
did not emerge by chance, nor was
it ever a project that rushed after
profit from its first issue until its
10,000th issue today,” the founder’s
son and current Editor-in-Chief Mohamed al-Houni said. “It was the
dream of my father, may he rest in
peace, to launch a media project
that would be different from the
rest… Al-Arab is the manifestation
of that dream.”
Al-Arab’s first issue carried news

of clashes between Morocco and
Algeria over the Western Sahara
among the articles in the eight-page
newspaper. The 10,000th front page
featured a picture of Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi at the New
Suez Canal celebration in a 24-page
publication of news, op-eds, features and current affairs.

The desire to cross
borders and go
beyond local
coverage was the
basis
Also writing in the newspaper’s
10,000th issue, Al-Arab Group
Chairman and Executive Editor Dr
Haitham el-Zobaidi highlighted the
role that technology has played in
the media and the rise of the newspaper. “The desire to cross borders
and go beyond local coverage was
the basis,” he said. “From here came
the idea of liberation from the monopoly imposed on the media by
its geographic isolation. And so the
idea of the immigrant media was
born, giving rise to Al-Arab.”
A feature in the newspaper
sought to explain the Al-Arab ethos.
“What has exemplified Al-Arab is

its position on taking positions.
The newspaper resolves to take
early positions and to provide news
and views from the framework of
its editorial outlook. It has aligned
with Arab causes and issued early
warnings against the threat of fragmentation, sedition and exclusion,
and the ambitions of neighbouring
states,” said el-Zobaidi.
Al-Arab has expanded since its
establishment in 1977, not just in
terms of its editorial policy and content, but also Arabic and Englishlanguage websites, and sister publications such as Al-Jadid magazine
and most recently The Arab Weekly.
“Al-Arab [publishing house] today
is witnessing a qualitative leap in its
operations and it has a variety of
publications in Arabic and English
but we still believe that we have a
lot to do to ensure that we remain at
the top of a media sphere that never
stands still,” al-Houni said.
El-Zobaidi concurred, saying: “AlArab is a continuous and evolving
project. It was the first newspaper
to be edited, produced and distributed away from the regional institutions that stifle the press. It was the
first to enter the world of the internet and digital publishing.”
Since its establishment, Al-Arab
has witnessed the Camp David Ac-

North African
cinema celebrated
at Locarno festival
Saad Guerraoui

Locarno, Switzerland

T

he North African filmmaking industry was
celebrated at the 68th
Locarno
International
Film Festival in Switzerland from August 5th to 15th with
screenings of short films and documentaries as well as project pitches
at the Open Doors’ co-production
lab.
Contre-pouvoirs (Checks and Balances), made by French-Algerian
documentary maker Malek Bensmail, earned the applause of the
audience.
The 97-minute documentary,

which was projected in avantpremière in Locarno, revolves
around the period of Algeria’s presidential election campaign in April
2014 during which Bensmail was
filming at the headquarters of the
French-language daily El Watan in
Algiers.
Journalists were filmed debating
freedom of expression in Marxism
and Islam, a debate that goes on
and on without reaching common
agreement as Bensmail’s cameras
wade deeply into El Watan’s offices
to capture the daily pulse of the
main characters of the documentary.
As the presidential campaign
heats up, the editor-in-chief gathers his team to debate the events
that are likely to change the politi-

The eight winners of Open Doors grants.

cords, the birth of the Islamic Republic of Iran, the Lebanon civil
war, the fall of the Berlin Wall and
collapse of the Soviet Union, the
first Gulf War, the 9/11 attacks, the

US wars in Iraq and Afghanistan
and, most recently, the rise of the
Islamic State (ISIS) and the ongoing turmoil in the Middle East and
North Africa.

Locarno Film Festival

cal landscape in Algeria with the
protests across the country led by
the Barakat movement against a
fourth term sought by President
Abdelaziz Bouteflika.
“I chose the timing of the presidential election to shoot the documentary because of the various
subjects that could make the story
fascinating during the six weeks of
filming,” Bensmail told The Arab
Weekly.
“This is the only moment when
there is so much concentration in
field journalism.”
As for the venue, Bensmail said
he had the freedom to film at El
Watan headquarters and wanted to
highlight the idea of how journalists work and gather information to
create an article while being stuck
between four walls.
The documentary sheds light on
foreign labour in Algeria’s labour
market. Chinese, Turks and black
African workers are seen working
at El Watan’s state-of-the-art headquarters overlooking the Algiers
coast.
Bensmail’s chef d’oeuvre, which
is dedicated to the memory of hundreds of journalists killed during
the 1990s, highlights the concept of
“counter-power”, which struggles
for freedom of expression and democracy. The documentary is to be
screened in Algeria in September,
pending approval by authorities.
Plenty of other short films and
documentaries were screened as
part of Open Doors, which focused
on North African creations. Ten

Libyan short films
made their debut in
Locarno thanks to
the initiative of the British Council
in collaboration with the Scottish
Documentary Institute.
The Libyan short films were focused on the period after the 2011
fall of dictator Muammar Qaddafi
and touch cultural, political, social
and religious issues.
Land of Men by Kelly Ali highlights the sex discrimination in
post-Qaddafi Libya as women feel
more coerced in a male-dominated
society. Ali said it was difficult to
film a woman outdoors due to the
dangers they face.

Besides the film
screenings, Open
Doors organised a
co-production forum
Graffiti by Anas El Gomati and
Ibrahim El Mayet depicts the revolutionary paintings on Tripoli’s
walls, which were some of the most
striking weapons against Qaddafi’s
regime during the “Arab spring”.
“We have been running many
workshops in the MENA region in
order to help young filmmakers
develop a voice and make films for
both local and international audiences,” Noe Mendelle, director of
the Scottish Documentary Institute, said. Besides the film screenings, Open Doors organised a coproduction forum in which eight
out of 11 North African producers
who pitched projects won grants.

Six of the 11 projects were debuts.
“We had some strong projects
this year at Open Doors which
have been really appreciated,”
said Ananda Scepka, head of Open
Doors. Le Fort des fous (Madmen’s
Fort) by Algeria’s Narimane Mari
won a production grant prize of
$30,500. Mari’s feature film is a
story that portrays the Algerian Sahara in 1860 where settlers dream
of a utopian society in an uncharted and mystical land, a blend of
power and domination. BritishMoroccan Fyzal Boulifa’s feature
Pagan Magic won a $10,170 grant.
The feature film will be produced
by Louise Bellicaud’s Paris-based
In Vivo Films.
“We came here to develop the
project and try to get some money,”
Boulifa said.
“The story is taking some aspects
of the early life of my mother who
is my strongest connection to Morocco,” said Boulifa whose short
film The Curse won the Directors’
Fortnight’s top prize in 2012.
Pagan Magic, which is budgeted
at $965,020, is a story based in Morocco in the 1960s about a woman
and her adopted daughter embarking on a journey from the mountains to the city to seek a better life.
The child works as housemaid for
a middle-class family. Conditions
become difficult as she begins to
practise black magic to survive and
change her life.
Saad Guerraoui is a frequent
contributor to The Arab Weekly on
Maghreb issues.
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Gaza on Gaza exhibition

War seen through the eyes of Palestinian youth
Karen Dabrowska

London

I

“

gathered together all my
pencils, colours and drawing paper and hid them in
a small bag. But the bombardment was faster than
me. The Israeli assault did not give
me time to escape with my dreams.”
With these powerful words,
on the wall beside her drawings,
16-year-old Lama Shakshak talks
about how she was pulled from
the rubble when an Israeli missile
destroyed her home in Gaza during the military offensive in 2014,
which left 1,500 Palestinian civilians dead and more than 500,000
displaced from their homes. The
United Nations estimates that nearly 400,000 children require some
form of mental health support to
cope with the events they experienced or witnessed.
Two of Shakshak’s black-andwhite drawings are featured in the
Through Young Eyes exhibition in
London’s P21 Gallery, part of the
Gaza on Gaza exposition of work by
Palestinian artists.
Gaza on Gaza features art, pho-

tography, films and a programme
of talks. It provides a record of the
tragic destruction of Gaza through
the eyes of Palestinian artists. The
indomitable spirit of the Palestinian
people and their refusal to surrender despite the devastation leaves
visitors humbled and shamed that
so little has been done to find a solution to this intractable conflict.
Gaza on Gaza is a voluntary group
of creative individuals who came
together in August 2014 to raise
awareness of the humanitarian crisis in the Israeli-blockaded seaside
enclave. They are campaigning to
end its root causes and to give a
platform to local artists.
The upstairs gallery features only
one art work: Majdal Nateel’s installation titled If I Wasn’t There. The
wall of the gallery provides a white
background to 400 drawings imagining the dreams and aspirations
of children who died in the conflict. Fragments of paper bags, once
used to deliver limited supplies of
cement to families whose homes
were bombed, form the canvas. The
small coloured drawings of children
evoke the simple question, “What
would these children be doing if
they were not in Gaza at the time of

The hand that carries arms carries roses too.

the bombing?”
Nateel’s installation was inspired
by her experiences while volunteering with the United Nations and
working with children in shelters
during the conflict. The artist is the
mother of two young daughters living in Gaza City. She graduated with
a bachelor’s degree in fine arts from
Al-Aqsa University and has exhibited her work in Gaza, Jordan and
Europe.
“I am dedicating my artistic tools
to talk on behalf of the children who
lost their voices simply because
they were there. If I Wasn’t There
is about this,” Nateel explained.
“If I hadn’t been there maybe my
mother would now be brushing my
hair or making my favourite food.
I wouldn’t just be a statistic broadcast on the news.”
The Through Young Eyes exhibition also features nine drawings of
children who took part in a project
run by Christian Aid partner, the
Culture and Free Thought Association, an organisation that provides
therapeutic activities for children
and teens. The drawings show
grief, sorrow and dismay but there
is also hope as the perceptive, eloquent statements from the young
artists show. Madeeha al-Majayda,
16, said: “As children, our dreams
are limited. We dream to grow up,
complete our studies and live in a
place free of a blockade. Unfortunately these simple dreams cannot
be achieved in Gaza.”
Her picture shows a girl clasping a rose in her hands behind her
back. In front of her is a person with
a gun. “I drew the picture The Hand
that Carries the Arms Carries Roses
Too to honour the innocent people
who defend their land. I do this
through my drawing and present
them a rose.”
Sixteen-year-old Ayah Sha’ath
has a message for children of the
world, “We love you all and hope
to see you in Gaza.” She shows a
lonely new doll lying in the rubble;
the child who played with the doll is
gone forever.
Photos and short films are also
featured in the exhibition. Amani

Acrid like a coffee.
Shaqawi, a freelance photographer
and graphic designer from Gaza,
presents a black-and-white photo of
an Arab girl whose face is partially
covered by a keffiyeh gazing into a
coffee cup. What does she see? The
questions that inevitably arise are
left unanswered.
Short films are screened continuously throughout the exhibition in
a small room beside the downstairs
gallery. Here is Gaza by Abod Saymah and Mohamed Jabaly shows
life in Gaza. Scenes of destruction
are inevitable but there is also the
joy of life, children continuously
giving the victory salute, fishermen,
ordinary people shopping and buying fruit, a kebab seller delighted at
being photographed.
First drink (Water + Salt) directed
by Yousef Nateel was inspired by
Palestinian prisoners held under
administrative detention who drink

water with salt while on hunger
strike. Young people also drink water with salt to share the experience
of the detainees and comment on
their experiences.
One Minute directed by Dina Naser is a docudrama about a mother
and a baby in the heavily damaged
Shujai’iya district of Gaza just before
and during the 5-minute warning to
evacuate which felt like 1 minute. A
number of discussion meetings are
being held in conjunction with the
exhibition, including Art as Intervention exploring a range of artistic
and imaginative strategies that address how art can be created and
shared during times of conflict and
occupation.
Karen Dabrowska is a Londonbased contributor to the Culture
and Society section of The Arab
Weekly.

Tunisian intellectuals debate role in fight against terror
Roua Khlifi

Tunis

H

undreds of Tunisian
scholars and artists issued a manifesto on August 12th empahisising
the need for a more active role by intellectuals in the fight
against terrorism.
The conference was part of an initiative entitled Intellectuals against
Terrorism, which reflected the
deep-seated anxieties of many segments of the Tunisian population
since the Bardo and Sousse attacks.

The need for
attention to youth
was emphasised by
most speakers
The manifesto issued by Intellectuals against Terrorism purported
to identify the risks ahead and to
defend the major values and principles deemed to be key to defeating
terrorism.
While expressing support for the
security measures announced recently by Tunisian President Beji
Caid Essebsi, the manifesto called
for “other decisive steps” that “encompass cultural, educational, social and economic aspects so as to
provide the country with the tools
and conditions of facing the threats
of terrorism”.
It also noted that “fighting ter-

rorism requires setting up an integrated strategy aimed at eradicating
the cultural and intellectual roots of
terror”.
One of the leading members of
the initiative is Habib Kazdaghli,
dean of the University of Humanities and Arts of Manouba. He gained
international attention after his daring rejection of attempts by radical
Salafists to impose their way of life
at his university campus.
“Every society needs its intellectuals but sometimes intellectuals do
not fulfill their rightful roles. That is
why we held this conference,” Kazdaghli explained.
A fundamental task, he added, is
to make the right diagnosis of the
roots of the problem. “The country is in a war and when the country is in a war it is not just the army
fighting,” he said. “The whole society and intellectuals must also take
part in the war, by asking their right
questions and analysing the weaknesses that draw us back.”
Karima Bannoun, an Algerian intellectual who spoke at the conference, concurred, saying: “We need
scientific analysis of the causes of
terrorism and consequences. We
need to look at what has happened
in other countries, the best strategies, the best practices, to be able
to objectively draw lessons from
all and also to be a voice of the conscious in society.
“We can both support the state
when appropriate and criticise it
when it is needed.”
One of the key speakers during

Habib Kazdaghli speaking at the conference.
the one-day event was Basma Khalfaoui, the widow of leftist politician
Chokri Belaid, who was assassinated in 2013 by jihadists.
Khalfaoui says Tunisian society
is frustrated about the shortcomings of the fight against terror.
“Elections were held thinking we
will find ways to fight terrorism in
the following months, only to find
ourselves facing more dangerous
attacks afterwards,” Khalfaoui told
The Arab Weekly.
But she says the intellectuals’ initiative is timely. “This conference
comes at a crucial time to send a

reassuring message to people that
the civil society is quite dynamic
and that the society can also protect itself,” she explains. Khalfaoui
says intellectuals should help shed
light on the process of radicalisation among youth. The need for attention to youth was emphasised by
most speakers. “Young people are at
the centre of our concern, especially with the growing disinterest of
youth in politics as opposed to their
alarming involvement in terrorist
groups,” said rights activist Professor Raja Ben Slama.
For Hamadi Redissi, a jurist and

leftist intellectual, there was value
in the conference itself in the fight
against extremism. “The support by
Tunisian and foreign intellectuals
is a message to terrorists that Tunisians are mobilised against terrorism,” he said.
A major national conference expected to be attended by senior
government officials, political parties and civil society leaders will be
held in Tunis next September.
Roua Khlifi is a regular Travel and
Culture contributor for The Arab
Weekly. She is based in Tunis.
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Agenda

Cairo, Egypt:
Through August 28th
The Wafaa Al-Nil Festival (Fidelity of the Nile) is an annual
celebration to remember the
ancient Egyptian veneration of
the Nile. Celebrations include
art competitions for children,
poetry readings, concerts and
scientific discussions.

Maseerat al Shreeqiyeen.

Jabal Akhdar, Oman’s preserved sanctuary
Khaled Abdel Malek

Jabal Akhdar, Oman

U

ntil a few years ago, entry to Jabal Akhdar —
the “Green Mountain”
— the most spectacular
spot in Oman’s Al Hajar
mountain chain, was forbidden to
foreigners and Omanis who did not
live there.
At 3,009 metres above sea level
Jabal Shams is the tallest peak in
the Arabian peninsula. The area
was the cradle of a 1950s rebellion
against the rule of Sultan Said, the
father of current ruler Sultan Qaboos bin Said Al Said.
The once barely accessible mountainous area, 150 kilometres from
Muscat has since become an easy
ride, following a major urbanisation
development on Sayq plateau at
2,000 metres, which led to the rise
of a modern village, Sayh Qatanah.
The new setting is equipped with
modern infrastructure, including
asphalt roads, electricity, water,
internet connections, schools and
clinics — a total change from the
lifestyle of the past.
“We moved from our village in
the wadi 17 years ago,” Musabbah

al-Shraiqi said. “Many people did
the same, resettling on the plateau,
where life is much more comfortable. They would never go back to
their previous lifestyle.”
Shraiqi is among hundreds of inhabitants who left villages along
the wadi at the foot of the majestic mountain. The villages there
had terraced fields planted with
pomegranate, date and peach trees,
which provided income for the residents.

Jabal Shams is
the tallest peak
in the Arabian
peninsula
Many of the gardens there are
now in disrepair because much of
the new generation find it difficult
to work the land, especially when
access to the hamlets is possible
only by mule or by walking on ancient donkey trails that take at least
two hours to traverse.
Shraiqi, however, is among the
exceptions.
“I will never let the gardens of
my ancestors die,” said the 32-yearold from Masirat al-Shreeqiyeen,

a spectacular village built into the
rocky mountain on the edge of a
cliff.
“Together with my younger
brother, Nasser, we come every
weekend to take care of the trees
and to repair the walls of the terraces when they are damaged from
the rains or other natural reasons,”
Shraiqi said while planting garlic.
“We are proud of what our grandparents built and we are not ready
to leave it,” said Nasser al-Shraiqi
as he showed his organically grown
sweet potatoes, pomegranate and
banana trees.
“The pomegranates of Jabal
Akhdar are the best on Earth! Our
neighbours from the Gulf countries
are crazy about the Omani pomegranates and it is a good income
for us during the summer,” Nasser
Shraiqi added.
In the last few years, the region
has increasingly opened to visitors.
Consequently, the number of tourists from Gulf countries, seeking a
cooler summer climate, increased.
Temperatures on the plateau rarely
exceed 30 degrees Celsius in summer.
Musabbah and Nasser al-Shraiqi
sell a lot of their produce to tourists
visiting Sayh Qatanah, now home
to 2,200 inhabitants, former residents of the wadi villages.
The exodus from the wadi took
place gradually over more than
20 years, as urban development
took shape, Musabbah Shraiqi explained.
Until the end of the 20th century,
the inhabitants of Jabal Akhdar divided their time between the wadi
and the mountain tops. “During
winter, they would stay in the villages in the wadi because it is less
cold but in summer they move to
the high mountain spots, seeking
the cool weather,” Musabbah Shraiqi said. Today, they are settled permanently on the plateau.
Most young people from Jabal
Akhdar, which was the bastion of
the 1958 “Green rebellion” that rejected the sultan’s rule, are enrolled
in the country’s police force and
army.
“I work for the Sultan’s armed
forces, a secure job which ensures

me a salary at the end of the month,”
said Yaacoob al-Jamoudi, 20, from
Aaqabat al Biyout. “My parents
moved to the mountain when I was
a small child, after the government
built the road and brought the electricity to the plateau.”

Jabal Akhdar
was declared
a protected
natural reserve
in 2011
Home to some of the world’s oldest trees, including 3,000-year-old
juniper and olive trees, Jabal Akhdar was declared a protected natural reserve in 2011. It has a pleasant
Mediterranean climate in which
grapes, peaches, pomegranates —
fruits otherwise not found in the
country — flourish.
The region is also famous for its
roses, from the petals of which
rosewater is distilled in late April
and May.
A walk through the terraced fields
along the narrow walls of the falaj
(ancient water canal) is a unique experience. A fantastic view over the
surrounding mountains opens up
before visitors, giving an instructive insight into the life of the people in this remote region.
“Come on! Bring more stones,” a
voice barked. An old man shouted
orders to his grandchildren while
showing them how to build a wall
on the side of the road in Aaqabat
al Biyout.
“They have to learn how to build
and how to farm. This new generation is so lazy! At their age we were
even capable of building houses
and walls for the garden from
stones,” said the man, pointing at
his 12-year-old grandson.
“If they continue in this direction, we will lose our identity, we
will lose our wealth in the wadi,” he
added.
Khaled Abdel Malek, a Lebanese
explorer and nature lover, is a
contributor to The Arab Weekly
based in Oman.

Batroun, Lebanon:
Through August 29th
The Batroun International Festival 2015 includes several artistic
and cultural activities in addition to local and international
concerts and shows. Charles
Aznavour and other wellknown singers will perform in
this year’s edition.

Djerba, Tunisia:
Through September 6th
The first Djerba Summer Festival is a month-long assortment
of events catered to diverse
audiences. Musical events
including live bands and DJ performances. Plays, film projections, comedy shows and dance
performances are also set for
the Yadis Djerba Hotel starting
at 2pm daily.

Beiteddine, Lebanon:
Through September 8th
The Beiteddine Art Festival in
the Chouf mountains showcases a variety of performances,
from opera and concerts to
theatre and art exhibitions.
More than 50,000 visitors are
expected. In its 30th edition,
the festival is to host the tenor
Juan Diego Florez, soprano
Anna Netrebko, Marcel Khalife,
Kadhim Al Sahir and others.

Tangier, Morocco:
September 9th-13th
The TanJazz Festival, in its 16th
edition, includes renowned
international and local jazz
artists for one of Morocco’s
premier cultural events. During
five days, visitors will have
the opportunity to attend free
street performances, free dance
courses and jazz concerts.

Amman, Jordan:
Through September 18th
Souk Jara offers street exhibitions featuring food, books,
clothes, handicrafts, antiques
and paintings. The souk takes
place along Rainbow Street in
Jabal Amman. Every Friday
people attend musical events,
public jam sessions, talent
shows, magic acts and other
stage performances at Souk Jara
Theatre.

Dubai, UAE:
September 14th-20th
The 8th edition of the Dubai
International Dance Festival is
a multi-art event that attracts
classical dance institutions,
academies, youth orchestras,
bands and music ensembles
from around the region and the
world.

We welcome submissions of
calendar items related to
cultural events of interest
to travellers in the Middle
East and North Africa.

Terraced gardens of Maseerat al Jawameed.

Maseerat al Shreeqiyeen.
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